
2001 +VAT Selection of printer toner and printer 
cartridges

2002 +VAT Quantity of electrical related devices, 
accessories and spares; tablet cases/covers, 
keyboards, keyboard wrist support, cabling, 
blank DVDs etc

2003 +VAT Bag containing gaming accessories; 
controllers, cases, etc

2004 +VAT Box of mixed DVD and CDs

2005 +VAT Quantity of brand batteries in various 
sizes

2007 +VAT Bag containing loose costume and dress 
jewellery

2008 +VAT Quantity of face masks

2009 +VAT Quantity of mobile phone cases and 
covers

2010 +VAT Quantity of mobile phone accessories; 
cables, adapters, plugs, etc

2011 +VAT Bag of cables, leads and PSUs

2012 +VAT Quantity of electrical related 
devices/accessories/spares; remotes, alarms, 
speakers, adapters, etc

2013 +VAT Box containing LP and 45 records to 
include Michael Jackson, Deep Purple, Dave 
and others

2014 +VAT Bag containing quantity of music CD 
albums

2015 +VAT Bag containing batteries in various sizes

2016 +VAT Assortment of smoking accessories; 
filters, papers, card tips, trays, etc

2017 +VAT Bag containing quantity of Blu-Ray and 
DVD films/boxsets

2018 +VAT Bag of various empty jewellery boxes

2019 +VAT Bag containing mobile phone cases and 
covers

2020 +VAT Bag containing quantity of mobile phone 
accessories

2021 +VAT Bag containing cables, leads and PSUs

2022 +VAT Bag containing electrical related 
spares/accessories; boards, remote controls, 
adapters, routers, etc

2023 +VAT 12x BT Advanced Digital Home Phone's

2024 +VAT 7x BT Essential Digital Home Phone's

2025 +VAT Bag containing home phones, 
headphones, thermostats, WiFi accessories, etc

2026 +VAT 7x Plusnet routers/hubs

2027 +VAT 3x BT Smart Hub 2's and 1x BT Mini 
Connector Kit

2028 +VAT 3x BT Hybrid Connect's and 4x BT WiFi 
Disc's

2029 +VAT Mixed lot of routers/hubs

2030 +VAT Sky routers/hubs accessories

2031 +VAT Tommy Hilfiger and Komono watch

2032 +VAT Rotary Regent automatic stainless steel 
strap watch with box

2033 +VAT Citizen 2-tone stainless steel wristwatch 
with case and box

2034 +VAT Stainless steel strap Invicta automatic 
watch

2035 +VAT Stainless steel strap Invicta automatic 
watch

2036 +VAT Stainless steel strap Invicta automatic 
watch

2037 +VAT Rotary 2-tone stainless steel watch with 
damaged strap

2038 +VAT Pair of hooped 14ct marked earrings

2039 +VAT Stockwell stainless steel strap automatic 
watch with box

2040 +VAT Stockwell moon phase dial watch with 
strap

2041 +VAT Edison open dial watch with black 
rubberised strap in box

2042 +VAT Edison moon phase dial stainless steel 
watch with box

2043 +VAT La Banus automatic rubberised strap 
watch with box

2044 +VAT La Banus stainless steel mesh strap 
watch with box

2045 +VAT Talis Co. chronograph gents stainless 
steel mesh watch with box

2046 +VAT Talis Co. Roman Numeral dial gents 
watch with brown leather strap and box

2047 +VAT Gents Stockwell GT wristwatch with 
motorcycle themed case

2048 +VAT Burberry eau de toilette perfume 60ml 
(partly used)

2049 +VAT Osprey matinee purse in black

2050 +VAT Ring Video doorbell 2 plus chime in box, 
still registered

2051 +VAT Ring twin security light camera system 
with chime

2052 +VAT Apple Airpods Pro with Magsafe charging 
case in box
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2053 +VAT Apple Airpods Pro with Magsafe charging 
case in box

2054 +VAT Apple Airpods Pro with Magsafe charging 
case in box

2055 +VAT Apple Airpods 3rd gen with Magsafe 
charging case in box

2056 +VAT Apple Airpods 3rd gen with Magsafe 
charging case in box

2057 +VAT Apple Airpods with charging case and box

2058 +VAT Apple Airpods with charging case and box

2059 +VAT Apple Airpods with charging case and box

2060 +VAT Apple Airpods with charging case and box

2061 +VAT Apple Airpods with charging case and box

2062 +VAT Apple Airpods with charging case and box

2063 +VAT Apple Airpods with charging case and box

2064 +VAT Apple Airpods with charging case and box

2065 +VAT Apple Airpods with charging case and box

2066 +VAT Apple Airpods with charging case and box

2067 +VAT Apple Airpods with charging case and box

2068 +VAT Apple Airpods with charging case and box

2069 +VAT Apple Airpods with charging case and box

2070 +VAT Apple Airpods with charging case and box

2071 +VAT Pair of Apple Airpods with charging case 
and 3 pairs of Apple Airpod Pros with charging 
cases

2072 +VAT Apple Airpods Pro with wireless charging 
case and box

2073 +VAT Apple Airpods Pro with wireless charging 
case and box

2074 +VAT Apple Airpods Pro with wireless charging 
case and box

2075 +VAT Apple Airpods Pro with wireless charging 
case and box

2076 +VAT Apple Airpods Pro with wireless charging 
case and box

2077 +VAT Apple Airpods Pro with wireless charging 
case and box

2078 +VAT Apple Airpods Pro with wireless charging 
case and box

2079 +VAT Apple Airpods Pro with wireless charging 
case and box

2080 +VAT Apple Airpods Pro with wireless charging 
case and box

2081 +VAT Apple Airpods Pro with wireless charging 
case and box

2082 +VAT Apple Airpods Pro with wireless charging 
case and box

2083 +VAT Apple Airpods Pro with wireless charging 
case and box

2084 +VAT Apple Airpods Pro with wireless charging 
case and box

2085 +VAT Apple Airpods Pro with wireless charging 
case and box

2086 +VAT Apple Airpods Pro with wireless charging 
case and box

2087 +VAT Apple Airpods Pro with wireless charging 
case and box

2088 +VAT Apple Airpods Pro with wireless charging 
case and box

2089 +VAT Apple Airpods Pro with wireless charging 
case and box

2090 +VAT Apple Airpods Pro with wireless charging 
case and box

2091 +VAT Apple Airpods Pro with wireless charging 
case and box

2092 +VAT Apple Airpods Pro with wireless charging 
case and box

2093 +VAT Apple Airpods Pro with wireless charging 
case and box

2094 +VAT Dell Latitude 3380 laptop Core i5 7th Gen 
processor, 8GB RAM, 128GB storage, no psu

2095 +VAT Dell Vostro 5490 laptop, Intel 10th Gen 
processor, 8GB RAM, 256GB storage, no psu

2096 +VAT HP Probook 450 G* Core i5 11th Gen 
processor, 16GB RAM, 256GB storage, 
Windows 10, with psu

2097 +VAT HP 840G6 laptop i5 8th Gen processor, 
8GB RAM, 256GB storage, Windows 10, with 
psu

2098 +VAT Acer Aspire 5 laptop Core i3 11th Gen 
processor, 8GB RAM, 256GB storage, Windows 
11

2099 +VAT Acer Aspire 5 laptop Core i3 11th Gen 
processor, 8GB RAM, 256GB storage, Windows 
11

2100 +VAT Acer Aspire 5 laptop Core i3 11th Gen 
processor, 8GB RAM, 256GB storage, Windows 
11

2101 +VAT Nexus Surface Pro 5 Model 1807 Core i5 
7th Gen 8GB RAM, 256GB storage, Windows 
11, no psu, with box

2102 +VAT Asus Vevobook S433E laptop Core i5 
11th Gen processor, 8GB RAM, 512GB storage, 
Windows 11, includes psu with box
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2103 +VAT Lenovo Ideapad 5 laptop Core i5 10th 
Gen processor, 8GB RAM, 256GB storage 
runnings Windows 10 with psu and box

2104 +VAT Lenovo Yoga SLim 7 laptop Intel i7 10th 
Gen processor 8GB RAM, 512GB storage, 
Windows 10, psu and box

2105 +VAT Lenovo Yoga 7 laptop Intel i7 11th Gen 
processor, 8GB RAM, 512GB storage, Windows 
10, with psu and box

2106 +VAT Razer Kraken gaming headset in box

2107 +VAT Razer Kraken gaming headset in box

2108 +VAT 2 sealed Ltd. Ed. Stanley Kubrick 4K HD 
DVD boxset inc. 2001 Space Odyssey, 
Clockwork Orange, Full Metal Jacket etc.

2109 +VAT Nintendo Switch Oled Model boxed

2110 +VAT Sealed box for Apple Airpods Pro with 
wireless charging case

2111 +VAT Apple Airpods Pro with wireless charging 
case and box

2112 +VAT Apple Airpods Pro with wireless charging 
case and box

2113 +VAT Apple iPad 9th Gen wifi only tablet, 64GB 
Model A2602 with box

2114 +VAT Sonos 1SL speaker in white, boxed

2115 +VAT B&O P2 portable bluetooth speaker in box 
and one unboxed (2)

2116 +VAT Aftershokz Trekz bone conduction 
headphones in box

2117 +VAT Aftershokz Trekz Air bone conduction 
headphones in box

2118 +VAT TP Link AC1750 wifi range extender

2119 +VAT 2 Mophy wireless charging stands with 
power adaptors

2120 +VAT 2 TP Link AC1750 range extenders, only 
one box

2121 +VAT Tado Starter kit V3 + wireless smart 
thermostat kit

2122 +VAT Tado extension kit with wireless receiver

2123 +VAT Tado Starter kit with smart thermostat

2124 +VAT HP 27" curved screen monitor Model 
X27QC

2125 +VAT Asus R.O.G STRIX gaming laptop, Ryzen 
7 CPU, 16GB RAM, 512GB storage RTX3570 TI 
graphics, WIndows 10 with psu and box

2126 +VAT Asus R.O.G Strix gaming laptop AMD 
Ryzen 9 CPU, 16GB RAM, 512GB storage, 
RTX3060 GPU Windows 11, psu and box

2127 +VAT Asus R.O.G Strix gaming laptop AMD 
Ryzen 7 CPU, 16GB RAM, 512GB storage, 
RTX3050 TI gpu Windows 11, with psu and box

2128 +VAT Asus R.O.G Strix gaming laptop AMD 
Ryzen 7 CPU, 16GB RAM, 512GB storage, 
RTX3050 TI gpu Windows 11, with psu and box

2129 +VAT Asus Tuf gaming laptop, COre i5 11th gen 
processor, 8GB RAM, 512GB storage, RTX3050 
gpu, Windows 10 with box, no psu

2130 +VAT Asus Tuf gaming laptop -F15 Core i7 11th 
gen processor, 16GB RAM, 1TB storage, 
Windows 10, RTX3060 gpu, with psu and box

2131 +VAT Lenovo 27" all in one computer, Core i5 
10th gen processor, 8GB RAM, 1TB storage, 
Windows 11, wired mouse and keyboard, psu 
and box

2132 +VAT Asus R.O.G gaming tower PC, Ryzen 5 
cpu, 8GB RAM, 1TB storage, GTX1660 TI 
graphics, Windows 10, with wired keyboard and 
mouse, and box

2133 +VAT Asus R.O.G Strix gaming laptop G713IH 
Ryzen 7 cpu, 8GB RAM, 512GB storage, 
GTX1650 graphics, Windows 11 with psu and 
box and satchel pack

2134 +VAT LG Gram 17" display laptop with Core i7 
11th Gen processor, 16GB RAM, 1TB storage, 
Windows 11, with psu and box

2135 +VAT LG Gram 17" display laptop Core i7 11th 
Gen processor, 16GB RAM, 1TB storage 
Windows 10, with psu and box

2136 +VAT LG Gram 17" display laptop Core i7 11th 
gen processor 16GB RAM, 1TB storage, 
Windows 11, with psu and box

2137 +VAT LG Gram 16" display laptop Core i7 11th 
Gen processor, 16GB RAM, 256GB storage, 
with psu and box

2138 +VAT LG HD monitor with box

2139 +VAT Xbox Series X 1TB console with box, no 
controller

2140 +VAT 2 Xbox 360 consoles with various 
controllers and games

2141 +VAT Playstation 1 500GB slim console with 
replacement controller

2142 +VAT Playstation 4 slim console with drive club 
game and controller

2143 Playstation 4 1TB drive console with controller

2144 Playstation 4 slim console 1TB drive with 
controller

2145 Playstation 4 1TB drive console with no 
accessories
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2146 Xbox One X console with cables, controller

2147 Xbox One X console with controller and cables

2148 Nintendo DSIXL with games and charger

2149 Playstation 2 console with various games, 
controller, and accessories

2150 PS2 console with controllers and games

2151 Box containing various PS2 games

2152 2 clear bags containing variety of PS3 games

2153 Razer Cynonsa V2 keyboard

2154 +VAT TV full motion mount in box

2155 +VAT Pioneer DJ mounting equipment stand in 
3 boxes

2156 Bag containing Polaroid Professional camera 
accessories inc. Polaroid LED lights etc.

2157 Bag containing AV cables, TV remote controls, 
weather stations, etc.

2158 Bag containing Polaroid Action camera mounts, 
and action cameras, accessories, etc.

2159 +VAT GTLITE foldable cockpit racing wheel 
setup

2160 HP Officejet 8015 printer with box

2161 +VAT Touchdown Audio 360 Sound bluetooth 
wireless charging speaker set in box

2162 +VAT Touchdown Audio 360 Sound bluetooth 
wireless charging speaker set in box

2163 +VAT Touchdown Audio 360 Sound bluetooth 
wireless charging speaker set in box

2164 +VAT Touchdown Audio 360 Sound bluetooth 
wireless charging speaker set in box

2165 +VAT Touchdown Audio 360 Sound bluetooth 
wireless charging speaker set in box

2166 +VAT Touchdown Audio 360 Sound bluetooth 
wireless charging speaker set in box

2167 +VAT Sony bluetooth speaker SRS-XP700 with 
damage control panel

2168 +VAT LG 4k 32" monitor in box, cracked screen

2169 PS4 Pro with 1TB drive and controller

2170 +VAT Xbox 1st Gen console with box

2171 Selection of various study books, self help 
books, etc.

2172 Selection of hardback and paperback novels, 
books, etc.

2173 Small selection of kids books, colouring books 
and annuals

2174 Small selection of kids books

2175 Selection of hardback and paperback novels

2176 Selection of hardback and paperback novels 
and other books

2177 Large selection of JK Rowling Harry Potter and 
other books

2178 +VAT 3 boxed Sanus simplicity TV wall mounts 
55" - 90" TVs

2179 +VAT ProLite monitor in box and HP 20" monitor 
on stand

2180 2 Dure War Hier books as published by Imhof 
with selection of graphic novels by Lucid

2181 Dell LCD monitor

2182 Bush portable DVD player and one other in carry 
case

2183 Box containing variety of laptops for spares and 
repairs

2184 4 various laptops for spares and repair

2185 +VAT Colour laserjet Pro NFP M283FDW laser 
printer in box

2186 +VAT Lexmark Unison toner pack in box

2187 +VAT HP Officejet Pro 8022 printer in box

2188 +VAT HP Officejet Pro 8022 printer in box

2189 +VAT HP Officejet Pro 8022 printer in box

2190 +VAT HP Officejet Pro 9015 printer in box

2191 +VAT Portable battery pack unit in carry case 
with cabling

2192 +VAT Epson Expression XP8600 printer

2193 +VAT Ecotank by Epson ET2811 printer in box

2194 Iso80 A4 copy paper sheets in box

2195 +VAT HP Envy Photo 7830 printer with Epson 
Ecotank printer

2196 +VAT 2 Epson Ecotank printers inc ET2811 and 
ET2750

2197 +VAT HP Envy Photo 7830 printer in box

2198 Box containing various laptops for spares and 
repairs

2199 +VAT HP Envy Photo 6230 printer and 622 
printer

2200 +VAT Epson Ecotank ET2711 printer in box

2201 +VAT Microsoft Surface Pro 5 with Intel i5-
7300U, 8GB RAM, 256GB SSD and Windows 
10

2202 +VAT Dell Latitude 5400 laptop with Intel i5-
8365U, 8GB RAM, 256GB SSD, Windows 10, 
mouse, headset, PSU and carry case
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2203 +VAT Panasonic Toughbook CF-MX4, Intel i5-
5300U, 4GB RAM, 128GB SSD and Windows 
10

2204 +VAT Leyo Tab K8 16GB tablet

2205 +VAT Leyo Tab K8 16GB tablet

2206 +VAT Leyo Tab K8 16GB tablet

2207 +VAT *Sealed* Samsung Galaxy Z Flip3 5G 
smartphone

2208 +VAT Samsung Galaxy S10 128GB smartphone 
with box

2209 +VAT Samsung A12 64GB Black smartphone 
with box and charger

2210 +VAT Samsung A40 64GB smartphone with box 
and charger

2211 +VAT Samsung A11 32GB Blue smartphone 
with box and charger

2212 +VAT *Sealed* OnePlus 9 5G 128GB 
smartphone

2213 +VAT Sony Xperia XZ2 64GB smartphone with 
box and charger

2214 +VAT *Sealed* Alcatel 1B 32GB smartphone

2215 +VAT Welcome M10 Plus android smartphone

2216 +VAT Fujitsu LifeBook E734 laptop with Intel i5-
4300M, 8GB RAM, 500GB HDD and Windows 
10

2217 +VAT iPad 6th Gen A1954 32GB tablet

2218 +VAT iPad Mini 4 A1550 128GB tablet

2219 +VAT iPad Mini A1489 32GB tablet

2220 +VAT Samsung Galaxy Tab A 16GB tablet

2221 +VAT Huawei MatePad T 32GB tablet

2222 +VAT Amazon Fire 5th Gen tablet

2223 +VAT Keyboard case for 10.2'' iPad

2224 +VAT Amazon Fire HD 3rd tablet

2225 +VAT Samsung Tab 3 Lite 8GB tablet

2226 +VAT Toshiba portable HDD

2227 +VAT Amazon Fire TV Stick and Fire TV Stick 
Lite

2228 +VAT Asus C423N Chromebook with Inetl 
N3350 processor, 32GB eMMC HD, 8GB RAM 
box and PSU

2229 +VAT Asus E210M laptop with Intel N4020 
processor, 64GB eMMC HD, 4GB RAM, box 
and PSU

2230 +VAT GeoBook 12.5'' 2E-GEA5 laptop with Intel 
Celeron N3450, 4GB RAM, 64GB HDD, 
Windows 10, box and PSU

2231 +VAT Dell Vostro P75F laptop (A/F, doesn't 
boot, faulty display, no HDD)

2232 +VAT Fire TV Stick 4K

2233 +VAT Ring Video Doorbell 3 Plus

2234 +VAT Ring Chime

2235 +VAT CAT B26 mobile phone

2236 +VAT Nokia 6300 mobile phone

2237 +VAT HP Envy x360 Convertible 15-ee0504na 
laptop with AMD Ryzen 7 4700U, 512GB SSD, 
16GB RAM, Windows 10, box and PSU

2238 +VAT Yale Bridge WiFi Bridge and Yale Access 
Module

2239 +VAT Accusound Microphone System

2240 +VAT The Beatles Collectors Edition framed 
guitar picks

2241 +VAT Everton M Football Shirt 23 Coleman 
bearing signature (unverified)

2242 +VAT GameBoy Colour with 11 games and 
carry case

2243 +VAT 2x N64 games and PS1 game

2244 +VAT Pink PS2 Slim with game and accessories

2245 +VAT Sony PS Vita PCH-1003

2246 +VAT Nintendo Switch JoyCon

2247 +VAT 2x Xbox One controllers, Minecraft 
Creeper and Shock Blue

2248 +VAT Selection of PS3 and Xbox games plus 1 
Nintendo DS and 1 PSP UMD Video

2249 +VAT 32'' LG Smart ThinQ TV with remote and 
box (32LM63)

2250 +VAT HP Z23i monitor with cables

2251 +VAT Audio-Technica AT-LP60XUSB automatic 
turntable

2252 +VAT JAM Sound All In One turntable

2253 +VAT Oculus Quest 2 128gb VR set

2254 +VAT Anran HD home security system

2255 +VAT LED Double Arm Light stand

2256 +VAT Sky+HD 250GB TV receiver

2257 +VAT Selection of Pandora jewellery; earrings, 
rings, charms
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2258 +VAT Selection of various brand jewellery from 
Swarovski, Monica Vinader, Vivienne Westwood 
and Guess

2259 +VAT Assortment of white and yellow tone 
jewellery

2260 +VAT Pandora Christmas tree snowflake 
decoration

2261 +VAT Hugo Boss HB118 and Polo Beverly Hills 
wristwatches

2262 +VAT Assortment of loose wristwatches

2263 +VAT Selection of boxed wristwatches

2264 +VAT Selection of boxed wristwatches

2265 +VAT Various smartwatches and activity 
trackers

2266 +VAT Assortment of loose sunglasses and 
reading glasses

2267 +VAT 3x Apple AirPod 1st Generation wireless 
earphones

2268 +VAT Amazon Echo Buds wireless earphones

2269 +VAT Beats Studio Buds wireless earphones

2270 +VAT Beats Flex wireless earphones

2271 +VAT Quantity of earphones, headphones and 
headsets

2272 +VAT Nintendo Switch with JoyCon grip and 
case

2273 +VAT Garmn Fishfinder 160

2274 +VAT *Sealed* HTC 5G Hub

2275 +VAT 1TB Seagate Enterprise Capactiy 3.5 
HDD

2276 +VAT Crucial MX500 500GB SSD

2277 +VAT Kingstony Fury 32GB (16GBx2) and 8GB 
RAM

2278 +VAT Quantity of RAM, AMD processor and 
AMD video card

2279 +VAT Ring Doorbell wired

2280 +VAT 7x PS4 games and 1x Xbox One game

2281 +VAT *Sealed* The James Bond Collection Blu-
Ray Boxset

2282 +VAT House M.D. complete season Blu-Ray 
boxset

2283 +VAT Kingsman Golden Circle A-Box

2284 +VAT Seiko 5 Sports 7S36 wristwatch with box 
and documents

2285 +VAT Garmin Fenix 5 smartwatch

2286 +VAT Assortment of loose costume and dress 
jewellery

2287 +VAT Nikon D3100 SLR camera with AF-S DX 
Nikkor 18-55mm f/3.5-5.6G VR lens, box and 
accessories

2288 +VAT Sennheiser E845 and Shure SM58 
microphones

2289 +VAT Olympus WS-853 digital voice recorder

2290 +VAT AliveCor KardiaMobile 6L personal EKG 
device

2291 +VAT Fitbit Versa 3 smartwatch

2292 +VAT *Sealed* Spacetalk Adventurer 
smartwatch for kids

2293 +VAT AirThings Digital Radon Detector

2294 +VAT 3x VirginPulse Max Buzz activity trackers

2295 +VAT Selection of portable wireless speakers; 
JBL, Ultimate Ears and others

2296 +VAT PowerBeats3 wireless earphones

2297 +VAT Beats Flex wireless earphones

2298 +VAT Beats Flex wireless earphones

2300 +VAT Jabra OTE070 wireless earphones

2301 +VAT JLab EpicAir SportAnc wireless 
earphones

2302 +VAT Apple Airpods 1st Gen wireless 
earphones

2303 +VAT Selection of wireless earphones

2304 +VAT Selection of PLT and Jabra headsets

2305 +VAT DefenderShield EMF Free earphones

2306 +VAT Mixed lot of wired, wireless 
earphones/headphones

2307 +VAT Oticon hearing aid

2308 +VAT Selection of portable power banks

2309 +VAT Quantity of iPhone Lightning cables

2310 +VAT WD Blue SN550 1TB laptop SSD

2311 +VAT WD Blue 1TB SSD

2312 +VAT Kingston A400 120GB SSD

2313 +VAT Playstation 5 825GB Disc Version CFI-
1116A

2314 +VAT Xbox Series S 512GB games console

2315 +VAT Nintendo Switch & Mario Kart Deluxe 
game code

2316 +VAT *Sealed* Oculus Quest 2 256gb VR 
headset
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2317 +VAT *Sealed* Stadia Premiere Edition Google 
remote control

2318 +VAT *Sealed* Facebook Portal

2319 +VAT *Sealed* Google Nest Doorbell

2320 +VAT Akai MPK Mini midi controller keyboard

2321 +VAT Samsung Galaxy Tab A7 Lite

2322 +VAT Amazon Fire HD 10 tablet

2323 +VAT *Sealed* Bang & Olufsen A1 2nd Gen 
wireless speaker

2324 +VAT JBL Flip wireless speaker

2325 +VAT Yale Keyless Lock

2326 +VAT Ring Video Doorbell

2327 +VAT Ring Video Doorbell

2329 +VAT Xbox 20th Anniversary wireless controller

2330 +VAT *Sealed* HomePod Mini

2331 +VAT Amazon Echo Dot

2332 +VAT Mini Rig 3 wireless speaker

2333 +VAT JBL Tune 700BT wireless earphones

2334 +VAT Artistle wireless headphones

2335 +VAT Xbox Stereo headset

2336 +VAT Jabra Evolve 2 65 wireless headset

2337 +VAT 3x Amazon Fire TV Stick's

2338 +VAT *Sealed* Hive Thermostat

2339 +VAT Yale Access Module + Yale Connect WiFi 
Bridge

2340 +VAT Yale Access Module + Yale Connect WiFi 
Bridge

2341 +VAT Lullaby Bay Baby Monitor

2342 +VAT Cased Drone

2343 +VAT 3x keyboards; Forev, G21 and Dell

2344 +VAT Epson Ecotank ET2811 printer in box

2345 +VAT 2 Apple keyboards and 2 Apple mice

2346 HP G62 Windows 7 laptop with psu

2347 +VAT Bag containing loose electrical sundries, 
LED ring light, headset, keyboard etc.

2348 +VAT Xerox everyday toner cartridge x2

2349 +VAT Google Nest learning thermostat in sealed 
box

2350 +VAT S-Ram XQ1 XO1 eagle trigger

2351 +VAT Nextbase dashcam 300W with box

2352 +VAT 2 Ultimate Ears Wonderboom 2 portable 
bluetooth speakers

2353 +VAT LG Tone free UV Nano earbuds in box

2354 +VAT LG Tone free UV Nano earbuds in box

2355 +VAT LG Tone free UV Nano earbuds in box

2356 +VAT LG Tone free UV Nano earbuds in box

2357 +VAT LG Tonefree enhance active noise 
cancelling earphones in box

2358 +VAT LG Tonefree enhance active noise 
cancelling earphones in box

2359 +VAT Jabra headset and Symbol android based 
barcode reader device

2360 +VAT LG Tonestyle bluetooth headset in box

2361 +VAT SOny WH-H910N noise cancelling 
headset in box

2362 +VAT Boxed Sony WF-1000XM3 headset, loose

2363 +VAT JLab Epic Air wireless earbuds x2

2364 +VAT Jlab Epic Air ANC wireless earbuds in box

2365 +VAT Jlab Epic Air ANC wireless earbuds in box

2366 +VAT Jlab Epic Air ANC wireless earbuds in box

2367 +VAT Jlab Epic Air ANC wireless earbuds in box

2368 +VAT Jlab Epic Air ANC wireless earbuds in box

2369 +VAT Jlab Epic Air ANC wireless earbuds in box

2370 +VAT Jlab Epic Air ANC wireless earbuds in box

2371 +VAT Beats Studiobuds with charging case and 
box

2372 +VAT Beats Studiobuds with charging case and 
box

2373 +VAT Beats Studiobuds with charging case and 
box

2374 +VAT Beats Studiobuds with charging case and 
box

2375 +VAT Beats Studiobuds with charging case and 
box

2376 +VAT Beats Studiobuds with charging case and 
box

2377 +VAT Beats Studiobuds with charging case and 
box

2378 +VAT Beats Studiobuds with charging case and 
box

2379 +VAT Beats Studiobuds with charging case and 
box

2380 +VAT Beats Studiobuds with charging case and 
box
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2381 +VAT Beats Studiobuds with charging case and 
box

2382 +VAT Beats Studiobuds with charging case and 
box

2383 +VAT Beats Studiobuds with charging case and 
box

2384 +VAT Beats Studiobuds with charging case and 
box

2385 +VAT Netgear Orbi dual band mesh wifi system

2386 +VAT Nikiv4 volumetric infusion pump

2387 Bedside wireless charging alarm clock

2388 +VAT 2 boxed Belkin 10W chargers

2389 Victure wifi camera

2390 Apple wireless keyboard

2391 3 boxed USHINIG mobile phones

2392 +VAT Pair of wireless earbuds Dash White 
B1000 with charging case

2393 +VAT Canon Selphy printer CP1300

2394 David Walliams audiobook CD set

2395 +VAT Smart wifi camera in sealed box

2396 +VAT Motorola digital video baby monitor in box

2397 Polaroid Mobile wifi printer with 4 cartridge 
packs

2398 6 Polaroid Cube action cameras inc. 
accessories

2399 4 boxed G-Porter fitness GPS trackers

2400 +VAT Netgear wifi 6 AX1800 router in sealed 
box with TP Link Gigabyte powerline starter kit 
and TP Link wifi range extender

2401 +VAT (Remote 39) Hisense 65" 4k TV Model 
65A7GQTUK

2402 +VAT (Remote 45,46) Samsung 65" 4k TV 
Model QE65Q75AAT with box B2

2403 +VAT (Remote 43,44) Samsung 65" 4k TV 
Model QE65Q75AAT with box B3, no stand

2404 +VAT (Remote 42) Hisense 55" 4k TV Model 
55A7GQTUK

2405 +VAT (Remote 40) Samsung 50" 4k TV Model 
QE50Q65AAU with box B65

2406 +VAT (Remote 41) LG 48" Oled 4k TV Model 
OLED 48816LA with box B1

2407 +VAT (Remote 36) Toshiba 42" TV Model 
42L2163DB with box B62

2408 +VAT (Remote 37) Toshiba 42" TV Model 
42L2163DB with box B63

2409 +VAT (Remote 11) Sony 55" 4K Oled TV Model 
KD-55AF8

2410 +VAT (Remote 32) TCL 55" 4k TV model 
55C826K with box B59

2411 +VAT (Remote 33) Sharp 24" TV Model 
24BC0K with box B60

2413 +VAT (Remote 27) Toshiba 32" TV Model 
32WK3C63DB with box B54

2414 +VAT (Remote 28) Phillips 32" TV Model 
32PF5680S with box B55

2415 Sharp 46" LCD TV with remote

2416 (Remote 35) Celcus 32" TV, no stand

2417 +VAT (Remote 38) TCL 40" TV Model 40ES568 
with box B64

2418 +VAT (Remote 29) LG 43" TV Model 
43UP5006LF with box B56

2419 +VAT (Remote 18) Panasonic 4K 50" TV Model 
TX503X800BZ with box B46, no stand

2420 +VAT (Remote 22) Panasonic 50" 4K TV Model 
TX503X800BZ with box B49

2421 Selection of collector's sporting cards and 
picture titled The Music Lesson

2422 +VAT Swann 4K ultra HD security system in box

2423 +VAT 2 UK Fire checkpoint software technology 
devices in boxes

2424 Selection of Apple software discs and other 
mobile phones for spares or repairs

2425 Tray containing selection of mobile phones for 
spares and repairs

2426 +VAT Casio SA47 electronic keyboard in box

2427 +VAT Lenovo Thinkstation P340 mini computer 
i3 10th gen processor, 4GB RAM, 256GB 
storage, with psu

2428 +VAT Pair of Oakley sunglasses

2429 Pair of RayBan sunglasses with case

2430 Pair of RayBan Aviator style sunglasses with 
case

2431 +VAT Libeu LU800 streaming broadcast unit 
with backpack, accessory cables, power unit etc.

2432 +VAT Asus ROG Strix gaming laptop G531G, 
core i5 9th generation processor, 16GB RAM, 
GTX1660 Ti graphics, no hard disk or operating 
system, includes power supply and box

2433 Microsoft Surface Pro laptop with charger

2434 +VAT Nokia 5 mobile phone Model TA-1024

2435 +VAT Galaxy Tab S7 tablet in box Model 
SMT870 128GB
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2436 +VAT Sony Xperia 5 Mark 2 mobile phone with 
stylecover stand

2437 +VAT Withings Scan watch

2438 +VAT Leica microscope optics attachment

2439 +VAT Huawei mobile sim card dongle with a 
laptop dock

2440 +VAT PCB control board for heating system

2441 2 bags containing quantity of used digital 
camera equipment for spares and repair

2442 Tray containing binoculars, digital cameras, etc.

2443 Quantity of Garmin and other sat navs inc. 
Garmin NuVi 265W

2444 TomTom satnav with mount and charging cable

2445 Aurora Mist personal aroma therapy diffusers x5

2446 The Strand stamp album in green with contents

2447 +VAT Raceship by Simply Faster

2448 2 bluetooth keyboard covers for tablets

2449 Bag containing small selection of beaded 
jewellery

2450 Bag containing various bluetooth speakers inc 
Sony

2451 XGODY mobile phone, Model A70

2452 Apple iPhone 7 32GB mobile phone with 
cracked screen

2453 +VAT 4 x Pocket Juice power banks

2454 Nintendo DS console with carry case and 
replacement charger

2455 Apple iPhone 5, locked to account with box and 
charger

2456 Bag containing 6 various smart watches inc. 
Apple watches for spares and repairs, may be 
locked to account, no chargers

2457 Apple iPhone X 64GB with box

2458 Apple iPhone X 64GB with box

2459 Bag containing selection of mobile phones for 
spares and repair with chargers

2460 Apple iPhone 6 and 5 for spares or repairs, may 
be locked to icloud account

2461 Samsung Galaxy J5 mobile phone for spares or 
repairs inc. replacement charger

2462 Apple Macbook A1534 keyboard and touchpad 
components

2463 Album containing first day cover and various 
collector's stamps on envelopes

2464 Album containing various world stamps, 2 papar 
back booklets and tin containing loose off paper 
stamps

2465 Album containing world stamps inc. Italian and 
others

2466 Windsor album of Great British Stanley Gibbons 
stamps

2467 First and Second class stamps unused, approx. 
value of £80

2468 Small collection of cards by Brooke Bond

2469 3 various topical Times football annuals 1983, 
1984, 1985

2470 Selection of Player's cigarette cards, inc. film 
episodes by Gallagher Ltd. etc.

2471 Selection of Brooke Bond tea cards, and Player 
& Son collector's cards

2472 Box containing various postcards, etc.

2473 Blue binder with first day cover sets

2474 Blue binder with first day cover sets

2475 2 trays containing selection of Royal Family first 
day covers and first day coin covers

2476 Box containing world stamps, various countries

2477 7 binders and photoalbums containing large 
selection of first day covers and various other 
stamps

2478 3 binders containing first day covers inc. Royal 
Mail binders

2479 Selection of paperback Brooke Bond collector's 
cards albums: Adverntures and Explorers, 
History of Aviation and others

2480 3 binders containing quantity of first day covers

2481 6 binders containing quantity of first day covers, 
photo albums and contents

2482 5 various scale model die cast vehicles, some 
parts missing

2483 Mercury stamp album and various other stamps

2484 6 Polaroid Z2300 instant print cameras

2485 Selection of digital camcorder and DV camera 
kits

2486 Tray containing first day covers

2487 Binder containing selection of first day covers, 
Isle of Man stamps etc.

2488 Tray containing quantity of on-paper stamps and 
sheets

2489 Quantity of assorted digital cameras, boxed

2490 Quantity of digital cameras
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2491 20x60 telescope of tripod

2492 Maul parcel weighing scale set

2493 12 Polaroid snap instant print cameras with 
cases

2494 20x60 telescope with lens cap and soft carry 
case cover

2495 Polaroid 57" tripod, boxed x 2

2496 LED light 800W Model GW-KNGS50

2497 +VAT Motorola walkie talkie multi dock battery 
station with bag containing various walkie talkie 
adaptor accessories

2498 +VAT 2 boxed Neewer LED photography lights 
and stands

2499 Piano keyboard music sheet booklets

2500 +VAT Box containing selection of vintage film 
camera equipment and binoculars

2501 Tray containing selection of blu-ray discs

2502 Selection of records in large crate

2503 Box containing variety of tripods, stands and 
mounts

2504 +VAT Lorex Smart security system display set, 
no cameras or unit (display only)

2505 Tray containing 20 CDs inc. Darkness, Kaiser 
Chiefs., etc.

2506 Wireless keyboard combo in box

2507 Apple iMac 21.5" i7 cpu 8GB memory 1TB hard 
drive with keyboard and mouse

2508 24" Apple iMac Intel Core 2 duo processor 8GB 
RAM, 640GB HDD, with Apple 24" cinema 
display monitor, keyboard and mouse

2509 2 boxes of various Pokemon collector's tins and 
packets (empty) with small amount of cards

2510 Tray containing selection of various Matchbox 
and Dinky die cast vehicles

2511 Burago 1:18 scale model collectible die cast 
vehicles: Jaguar E Coupe 1961 and Jaguar E 
Cabrolet 1961

2512 Star Wars Kylo Ren figure with other figure sets

2513 Harry Potter wand set with JK Rowling 
Philosophers Stone book, and American Muscle 
1974 Dodge Monaco car model

2514 Tray containing various 00 gauge H0 gauge 
train rolling stock

2515 Box containing small selection of Action Man 
figures, accessories and toys

2516 Box containing quantity of black and white and 
other vintage postcards

2517 Tray containing large selection of DVDs and Cds

2518 2 trays containing various boxsets of DVDs inc 
Star Trek, Back to the Future etc.

2519 Camera equipment, Sony digital display, car 
DVR camera etc.

2520 2 boxes containing large quantity of 9V home 
smart batteries for fire alarms

2521 Office telecoms internal handsets

2522 Sekonda and Avia watch, both boxed

2523 Laurus ladies watch with box

2524 3 items of jewellery to include brooch, yellow 
metal chain, and white metal chain with dove 
pendant

2525 Box of various costume jewellery items

2526 Tray containing various badges, etc.

2527 Tray containing watch, costume jewellery items, 
rings etc.

2528 Bag containing various wristwatches for spares 
or repair inc. NY London boxed

2529 Selection of vaping equipment, accessories etc.

2530 Box containing selection of costume jewellery 
items incl. clear bag of watch casings etc.

2531 +VAT Small selection of costume jewellery 
items with a diving bell lamp cover

2532 Bag containing costume jewellery

2533 +VAT Bag containing loose costume jewellery 
items, bracelets, bangles etc.

2534 4 albums containing selection of vintage 
postcards etc.

2535 Kodak Brownie 8mm movie camera

2536 Pocket barometer

2537 2 silver rings, with a 1797 penny and Edward VII 
commemorative medal

2538 +VAT Brass goblet together with a ceremonial 
display stand dagger

2539 Selection Egyptian Series tarot cards

2540 +VAT Bag containing mixed costume jewellery

2541 Royal Crown Derby penguin and walrus, no 
stoppers

2542 Barbie Jaguar XJS car in box

2543 2 RC cars by New Bright

2544 4 lava lamps

2545 2 Pelham Puppet figures
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2546 Box containing various vintage toys incl. trains, 
etc.

2547 Tray containing various sunglasses

2548 Tray of various watches for spares or repairs

2549 Glass cabinet tray containing various costume 
jewellery items

2550 2 trays of playworn die cast vehicles

2551 2 large glass globe paperweights

2552 +VAT Tray containing large selection of kettle 
lead power cables

2553 Panasonic Vierra TV with remote and box

2554 Toshiba 40" LCD TV

2555 Toshiba 32" LCD TV

2556 Technika 46" LCD TV, faulty display

2557 +VAT Box containing selection of variphone 
remote payment systems

2558 Sony mini surround sound system with box

2559 Samsung 22" LED TV model LE22B541C4W 
with remote, no stand

2560 Vinyl record LPs in bag

2561 Box containing 14 Apple TV total mount Pro kits

2562 +VAT iHome docking DAB radio phone charging 
station

2563 Box containing variety of electrical components 
inc. Sony handicam, Olympus E10 full 
megapixel digital camera and others

2564 RC helicopter, satnav and other items in box

2565 Panasonic bluray player

2566 +VAT Sony home audio system NAS-E300HD

2567 +VAT Marshall Kilburn bluetooth speaker, no 
power adaptor

2568 +VAT Yamaha Music Cast WX-051 no power 
cable, dented case

2569 +VAT Part component Technics DVD stereo 
tuner amplifier kit with speakers, damaged

2570 Genius keyboard in box KB-118

2571 +VAT Panasonic Freeview HD Plus BVB tuner 
box

2572 +VAT Kef HTS2001 satellite speaker

2573 Approx. 40 UK USB wall plug adaptors

2574 +VAT Counter balance dual monitor arm mount 
in box

2575 Reka heavy duty radio system

2576 Sony mini CD player CMT-S20B

2577 +VAT Pioneer USB DJ controller with 
headphones and box

2578 Denon hifi components to include cassette 
player and stereo receiver with pair of 
Wharfedale Super Diamond 8 ohms bookshelf 
speakers

2579 +VAT Pair of Wharfedale E30 floor standing 
speakers

2580 Praktika TL Nova One film camera with Praktika 
LLC film camera

2581 Paraffin brass based lamp with small china 
cutlery set

2582 Aspers Professional Poker set in box

2583 Various packs of blurays, DVDs and CDs

2584 +VAT Samsung soundbar Q600A in box

2585 Dual tripod light rig system

2586 Slide projector in case

2587 +VAT Pair of Kenwood speakers and 2 other 
satellite speakers

2588 Sony hifi stacking system with turntable and 
speakers

2589 2 clear parcels of various GB coins inc crowns

2590 +VAT Tray containing selection of Swiss, GB, 
German, French and other coins

2591 First Day cover set with GB coin with 1996 
United Brilliant uncirculated coin set and 40th 
anniversay

2592 Selection of various medals, GB and other world 
coinage, costume jewellery items, watch 
components

2593 Hallmarked yellow metal ring

2594 Yellow metal double sided photograph brooch

2595 Collection of cigarette cards, some complete 
and some boxed

2596 Selection of 6 matching coffee spoons with 
sterling hallmarks

2597 Large ring in case with yellow metal bangle

2598 Album containing various world and GB coinage 
and tin of coins in cases

2599 Selection of various pin badges, costume 
jewellery items etc.

2600 +VAT Gatusso No.7 AC Milan player signature 
1/10 Ltd. Ed. signed set with certificate

2601 Advanced Biometric Solutions time and motion 
sensor kit in box with power adaptor
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2602 Advanced Biometric Solutions time and motion 
sensor kit in box with power adaptor

2603 In Phase speaker

2604 Various audiobooks in tray

2605 Selection of LCP quad series extension cables 
for XLR-TRS

2606 Wharfedale Diamond Series floor standing 
speaker Model 12.4

2607 LG wireless soundbar and sub woofer kit

2608 +VAT Sony NASE300 HD speaker set

2609 +VAT Panasonic CD stereo system with remote 
and box, with speakers

2610 +VAT LG PN7 portable bluetooth speaker, no 
power supply
Condition: Heavily scuffed

2611 +VAT Sony XP700 portable bluetooth speaker in 
box

2612 +VAT Sony HT-X5800 Dalby Atmos soundbar in 
box

2613 Philips bluray surround sound system with tower 
speakers and sub woofer

2614 +VAT DaVinci 1.0 all in one 3D printer with 
filament

2615 One by One turntable hifi system with speakers

2616 One by One turntable hifi system with speakers

2617 +VAT Singing machine wifi karaoke pedestal 
system in box

2618 +VAT Sony home audio system model MHC-
V73D

2619 +VAT Martin Smith acoustic 6-string guitar with 
soft carry case

2620 Martin Smith 6-string acoustic guitar in pink

2621 +VAT Spider 4-string electric bass guitar in 
black

2622 +VAT Squire by Fender Stratocaster black and 
white electric guitar with practice speaker

2623 Half size violin in case

2624 Half size violin in case

2625 Half size violin in case

2626 Half size violin in case

2627 Half size violin in case

2628 Quarter size violin in case

2629 Quarter size violin in case

2630 Quarter size violin in case

2631 Quarter size violin in case

2632 Quarter size violin in case

2633 Violin with case and bow, with loose strings

2634 Casio CTK-491 electric keyboard in box

2635 Blue half size violin with case and bow, missing 
string

2636 +VAT Yamaha PSRE213 electric keyboard

2637 Lowrey electric organ with stand

2638 YPR30 electronic keyboard

2639 +VAT KeyWest satchel bag and Hello Kitty 
purse

2640 Lorenzo Classical black and white finish 6-string 
acoustic guitar in carry case

3001 +VAT Selection of mixed men's underwear to 
include Ralph Lauren, Calvin Klein, Penguin, etc 
in various sizes

3002 Selection of children's Weatherproof pyjamas in 
various styles and sizes

3003 +VAT Selection of men's Weatherproof pyjamas 
in various sizes

3004 Selection of children's Weatherproof pyjamas in 
various styles and sizes

3005 Selection of children's Weatherproof pyjamas in 
various styles and sizes

3006 +VAT Selection of men's Weatherproof pyjamas 
in various sizes

3007 Selection of children's clothing to include 
Champion, Weatherproof, Rubies, etc in various 
styles and sizes

3008 +VAT Selection of men's jackets to include 
Callaway, Under Armour, DeWalt, etc in various 
styles and sizes

3009 +VAT Selection of ladies clothing to include 
DKNY, Mondetta, Champion, etc in various 
styles and sizes

3010 +VAT Selection of men's underwear to include 
Calvin Klein, Ralph Lauren, Penguin, etc in 
various styles and sizes

3011 +VAT Selection of socks to include Puma, 
DKNY, Weatherproof, etc in various sizes

3012 +VAT Selection of ladies clothing to include 
DKNY, Fila, Jachs, etc in various styles and 
sizes

3013 +VAT Selection of ladies clothing to include 
Mondetta, Carole Hochman, 32 Degree Cool, 
etc in various styles and sizes
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3014 +VAT Selection of men's clothing to include 
Farah, Callaway, Jachs, etc in various styles 
and sizes

3015 +VAT Selection of men's Weatherproof pyjamas 
in various sizes

3016 +VAT Selection of Champion hoodies in black 
various sizes

3017 +VAT Selection of Tommy Jeans t-shirts in 
various styles and sizes

3018 +VAT Selection of ladies DKNY sport dresses in 
various sizes

3019 Selection of children's clothing to include Bench, 
Franklin Marshall, Eddie Bower, etc in various 
styles and sizes

3020 +VAT 6 x Hotel Grand pillows

3021 DeWalt steel toe cap safety boots in black size 9

3022 +VAT 3 x The Comfy Original wearable blanket 
one size in grey & leopard print

3023 +VAT Selection of Jane & Bleecker 2 pack sleep 
shorts in various designs and sizes

3024 +VAT Selection of Jane & Bleecker 2 pack sleep 
shorts in various designs and sizes

3025 +VAT Selection of Jane & Bleecker 2 pack sleep 
shorts in various designs and sizes

3026 +VAT Selection of Jane & Bleecker 2 pack sleep 
shorts in various designs and sizes

3027 +VAT Selection of Jane & Bleecker 2 pack sleep 
shorts in various designs and sizes

3028 +VAT Selection of men's trousers to include 
Weatherproof, Jachs, DeWalt, etc in various 
styles and sizes

3029 +VAT Selection of ladies clothing to include 
Jane & Bleecker, Mondetta, Fila, etc in various 
styles and sizes

3030 +VAT Selection of ladies clothing to include 
Lole, DKNY, Champion, etc in various styles and 
sizes

3031 Selection of children's Weatherproof pyjama 
sets in various sizes

3032 Selection of children's clothing to include Jona 
Michelle, Weatherproof, Kirkland, etc in various 
styles and sizes

3033 +VAT Selection of men's clothing to include 
Levi, Farah, Tommy Jeans, etc in various styles 
and sizes

3034 +VAT Selection of men's clothing to include 
Weatherproof, Kirkland, Fila, etc in various 
styles and sizes

3035 +VAT Selection of men's clothing to include 
Under Armour, Adidas, Champion, etc in various 
styles and sizes

3036 +VAT Snuggledown memory foam pillow 
together with Sanderson luxury deep filled box 
walled pillow pair

3037 +VAT Selection of towels and other linen

3038 +VAT Selection of men's clothing to include 
Kirkland, Levi, Adidas, etc in various styles and 
sizes

3039 +VAT Selection of men's BC Clothing Heritage 
grey sweatshirts in various sizes

3040 +VAT Selection of ladies dressing gowns to 
include DKNY, Carole Hochman, The Comfy 
Original, etc in various styles and sizes

3041 +VAT Selection of Levi men's leather belts in 
various sizes

3042 +VAT Selection of Champion joggers in white 
various sizes

3043 +VAT Selection of Polo Ralph Lauren & Calvin 
Klein underwear in various sizes

3044 +VAT Selection of ladies clothing to include 
Carole Hochman, DKNY, Mondetta, etc in 
various styles and sizes

3045 +VAT Selection of ladies clothing to include 
DKNY, Tommy Jeans, Venture, etc in various 
styles and sizes

3046 +VAT Selection of ladies clothing to include 
Tahari, Aventure, Jezzies, etc in various styles 
and sizes

3047 +VAT 4 Hotel Grand pillows

3048 +VAT Selection of men's Kirkland custom fit 
non-iron white shirts in various sizes

3049 +VAT Selection of men's Kirkland custom fit 
non-iron white shirts in various sizes

3050 +VAT Selection of men's Kirkland custom fit 
non-iron white & blue shirts in various sizes

3051 +VAT Selection of mixed underwear to include 
Calvin Klein, DKNY, Elle, etc in various styles 
and sizes

3052 +VAT Selection of men's Kirkland crew neck 
white t-shirts in various sizes

3053 +VAT Selection of towels in various designs

3054 +VAT Selection of ladies lounge wear to include 
Weatherproof, DKNY, 32 Degree Cool, etc in 
various styles and sizes

3055 +VAT Sleep Philosophy weighted blanket in 
grey 6.8KG
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3056 +VAT Selection of men's weatherproof pyjama 
sets in various sizes

3057 +VAT Selection of men's weatherproof pyjama 
sets in various sizes

3058 +VAT Selection of ladies clothing to include 
DKNY, Buffalo, 32 Degree Cool, etc in various 
styles and sizes

3059 Selection of children's clothing to include Snozu, 
32 Degree Heat, Jona Michelle, etc in various 
styles and sizes

3060 +VAT 8 Pairs of shoes to include Fila, Columbia, 
Sketchers, etc in various styles and sizes

3061 +VAT 9 Pairs of shoes to include Sketchers, 
DeWalt, Penguin, etc in various styles and sizes

3062 +VAT Nightowl duvet in grey with bag

3063 +VAT 2 x Aroma Home SoLong extra long hot 
water bottle in grey

3064 +VAT Selection of men's clothing to include 
Kirkland, Farah, Jachs, etc in various styles and 
sizes

3065 +VAT Selection of ladies Tahari trousers in 
black and beige various sizes

3066 +VAT Selection of ladies Tahari trousers in 
beige, black and green various sizes

3067 +VAT Selection of ladies Aventure & 32 Degree 
Heat jackets in various styles and sizes

3068 +VAT Selection of shoes to include Sketchers, 
Crocs, Flojos, etc in various styles and sizes

3069 +VAT Selection of accessories to include knee 
sleeves, work gloves, baloclavas, etc in various 
styles and sizes

3070 Selection of children's converse t-shirts in 
various styles and sizes

3071 +VAT Selection of towels in various styles and 
colours

3072 +VAT Selection of underwear to include DKNY, 
Ralph Lauren, Pringle, etc in various styles and 
sizes

3073 +VAT Selection of Champion hoodies in black 
various sizes

3074 Selection of children's Converse t-shirts in 
various styles and sizes

3075 Selection of children's clothing to include 
Pekkle, Carters, Jezzies, etc in various styles 
and sizes

3076 +VAT Selection of Weatherproof Vintage stretch 
canvas jeans in green various sizes

3077 +VAT Selection of 32 Degree Heat men's ultra 
stretch lounge sets in various sizes

3078 +VAT Selection of 32 Degree Heat men's ultra 
stretch lounge sets in various sizes

3079 Selection of children's clothing to include 
Rubies, Eddie Bower, Jona Michelle, etc in 
various styles and sizes

3080 +VAT Selection of men's clothing to include Fila, 
Pringle, Weatherproof, etc in various styles and 
sizes

3081 +VAT Original Squishmallows Star Wars 
Chewbacca plush toy

3082 +VAT Box of ladies 32 Degree Cool pull on 
shorts in various colours and sizes

3083 +VAT Box of ladies 32 Degree Cool pull on 
shorts in various colours and sizes

3084 +VAT Bag containing 32 degree heat t-shirts 
and jogging bottoms in black and grey, various 
sizes

3085 +VAT Bag containing ladies and gents clothing 
to include shorts, jogging bottoms, trousers etc. 
All in various sizes, colours and designs

3086 +VAT Bag containing ladies and gents 
underwear by Puma, Penguin, Calvin Klein etc

3087 +VAT Bag containing mostly ladies clothing to 
include jogging bottoms by Puma, trousers by 
Jachs New York, lounge wear etc

3088 +VAT Roll of 2 Grand Hotel luxury feather and 
down pillows together with a small grey 
patterned rug

3089 +VAT Bag containing ladies jogging bottoms, 
lounge wear. Various makes and designs

3090 +VAT Bag containing Adidas t-shirts, jogging 
bottoms, ladies trousers, ladies lounge wear and 
a single Kirkland ladies lilac jacket

3091 +VAT Bag containing gents clothing to include 
Kirkland t-shirts, trousers by BC Clothing etc

3092 +VAT Bag containing gents white t-shirts by 
Kirkland, Crew Clothing zipped jacket, polo 
shirts, work trousers etc

3093 +VAT Bag containing a quantity of towels, 
mainly white

3094 +VAT Bag containing 17 pairs of Levis jeans. All 
in various styles, colours and sizes

3095 +VAT Bag containing 18 polo shirts/t-shirts by 
Armani, Gant, Lacoste, Polo etc. All in various 
sizes, colours and designs

3096 +VAT Bag containing 7 pairs of Levis skinny 
jeans

3097 +VAT Bag containing 7 pairs of Armani jeans in 
blue, grey, black and beige. All in various sizes, 
most tagged
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3098 +VAT Bag containing ladies clothing to include 
32 degree heat light weight quilted jackets, 
DKNY black with star decoration V neck jumpers 
and a 32 degree heat fleece hooded jacket. All 
in various sizes

3099 +VAT Bag of ladies lounge wear by 
Weatherproof and DKNY. All in various sizes

3100 Bag containing children's clothing to include t-
shirts, hooded fleece sleepers, small quilted 
jacket etc

3101 +VAT Bag containing trainer socks, knee 
protectors etc

3102 +VAT Bag containing ladies clothing to include 
pull on shorts, Fila t-shirts, swimming costume, 
hoodie. All in various makes, colours and 
designs

3103 +VAT Collection of ladies clothing to include 
jeans, Fila leggings, quilted shirt and lounge 
wear

3104 +VAT Bag containing gents white t-shirt by 
Columbia together with lounge set and other 
loose t-shirts. All in various makes

3105 +VAT Bag containing 3 various throws in grey, 
blue and cream

3106 +VAT Bag containing various gillets golf jackets 
by 32 degree heat, Callaway etc

3107 5 children's party dresses in purple and green

3108 +VAT Andy and Evan boys quilted and hooded 
coats

3109 2 Children's coats, 1 quilted and 1 by Franklin 
and Marshall

3110 +VAT 4 Dickies work coats in various sizes

3111 +VAT 4 Ladies coats by various makes in 
various sizes

3112 +VAT 6 32 degree heat lightweight gillets

3113 +VAT 2 Mens jackets in grey and blue

3114 +VAT 5 Jachs New York gents coats in green, 
black and blue

3115 +VAT Bergen House grey light weight jacket 
together with a 32 degree cool light weight jack 
in black

3116 +VAT 2 Bright yellow ladies weatherproof 
jackets by Weatherproof, sizes XXL

3117 +VAT Ladies DKNY hooded coat in pink

3118 +VAT Ladies DKNY hooded coat in pink

3119 +VAT DKNY ladies hooded coat in olive green

3120 +VAT Ladies DKNY white quilted jacket

3121 +VAT Levis jacket in green

3122 +VAT 3 quilted jackets by Weatherproof, 2 blue 
and 1 black

3123 +VAT 3 weatherproof jackets, 1 in blue and 2 in 
dark green. All in various sizes

3124 +VAT 3 various make light weight coats. 2 in 
blue and 1 grey

3125 +VAT 5 black Kirkland jackets

3126 +VAT 2 ladies coats, 1 faux gillet and 2 other 
quilted jackets

3127 +VAT 2 faux hooded ladies jackets by Andrew 
Mark

3128 +VAT 4 quilted and hooded jackets by 
Weatherproof. 2 in dark brown and 2 in black

3131 +VAT Sage Barista coffee machine the box

3132 +VAT Delonghi Didiac style filter coffee machine 
with box

3133 +VAT Delonghi Didiac style filter coffee machine 
with box

3134 +VAT Delonghi Didiac style filter coffee machine 
with box

3135 +VAT Delonghi Magnifica Evo Latte creamer 
system with box

3136 +VAT Delonghi Magnifica S-Smart coffee 
machine with box

3137 +VAT Delonghi Magnifica S-Smart coffee 
machine with box

3138 +VAT Delonghi Magnifica S-Smart coffee 
machine with box

3139 +VAT Delonghi Magnifica S-Smart coffee 
machine with box

3140 +VAT Delonghi Magnifica S-Smart coffee 
machine with box

3141 +VAT Delonghi Magnifica S-Smart coffee 
machine with box

3142 +VAT Delonghi Magnifica S-Smart coffee 
machine with box

3143 +VAT Delonghi Magnifica S-Smart coffee 
machine with box

3144 +VAT Delonghi Magnifica S-Smart coffee 
machine with box

3145 +VAT Unboxed Delonghi Magnifica S-Smart 
coffee machine

3146 +VAT Bag of mixed assorted stationery inc. till 
rolls, Pukka pads, etc

3147 +VAT Bag containing quantity of various Contigo 
and other drinking bottles
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3148 +VAT Large bag of face shields

3149 +VAT 2 boxed Dulce Gusto Mini Me coffee 
machines

3150 +VAT 2 boxed Nescafe Dulce Gusto Mini Me 
coffee machines

3151 +VAT Large bag of mixed assorted batteries

3152 +VAT Bag containing Airwik air fresheners

3153 +VAT Bag of mixed assorted stationery, files, 
Pukka pads etc

3154 +VAT Berkhoff hammered copper cookware set 
in box

3155 Large bag of children's face masks in various 
designs

3156 Large bag of children's face masks in various 
designs

3157 Large bag of children's triple layer face masks

3158 Large bag of children's face mask various 
designs

3159 +VAT Tray containing kitchen utensils, drinking 
glasses, bakeware, dishes etc

3160 George Foreman grill plus mini sewing machine

3161 2 boxes of glassware

3162 +VAT Gourmet digital air fryer with box

3163 +VAT Gourmet digital air fryer with box

3164 +VAT Gourmet digital air fryer with box

3165 +VAT Gourmet digital air fryer with box

3166 +VAT Gourmet digital air fryer with box

3167 +VAT Gourmet digital air fryer with box

3168 +VAT Gourmet digital air fryer with box

3169 +VAT Gourmet digital air fryer with box

3170 +VAT Gourmet digital air fryer with box

3171 +VAT Gourmet digital air fryer with box

3172 +VAT Gourmet digital air fryer with box

3173 +VAT Gourmet digital air fryer with box

3174 +VAT Gourmet digital air fryer with box

3175 +VAT Gourmet digital air fryer with box

3176 +VAT Gourmet digital air fryer with box

3177 +VAT Gourmet digital air fryer with box

3178 +VAT Gourmet digital air fryer with box

3179 +VAT Gourmet digital air fryer with box

3180 +VAT Gourmet digital air fryer with box

3181 +VAT Gourmet digital air fryer with box

3182 +VAT Dualit coffee grinder with box

3183 +VAT Kitchen Aid 100 year Limited Edition 
Queen of Hearts electric kettle with box

3184 +VAT 5 unboxed Gourmet digital air fryers plus 
an instant pot

3185 +VAT Unboxed Panasonic automatic 
breadmaker

3186 +VAT Bag of various loose phone handsets

3187 +VAT Large bag of mixed assorted items inc. 
bath bombs, deep heat pads, electric shaving 
blades, hair clippers etc

3188 +VAT Large bag of writing pads and small 
notepads

3189 Box of cleaning detergent, candles, cutlery etc

3190 +VAT Unboxed Sage Barister Express coffee 
machine (with 1 spoon)

3191 +VAT Unboxed Sage Barister Express coffee 
machine (missing grill and grinder lid) no 
accessories

3192 +VAT Unboxed Sage Barister Express coffee 
machine with tray, milk jug, filter basket and 
spoon

3193 +VAT Unboxed Delonghi Magnifica S-Smart 
coffee machine

3194 +VAT Unboxed Delonghi Magnifica S-Smart 
coffee machine

3195 +VAT Molita Barister smart bluetooth coffee 
machine with box

3196 +VAT Dualit coffee machine with box

3197 +VAT Nespresso Virtue coffee machine with box

3198 +VAT Nespresso Virtue coffee machine with box

3199 +VAT 2 large boxes of mixed assorted 
kitchenware

3200 +VAT Large box of mixed kitchenware

3201 +VAT Stack of mixed bath rugs

3202 +VAT 2 large bags of mixed household ware, 
Panasonic power air etc

3203 +VAT Gourmet digital air fryer with box

3204 +VAT Box containing Star for It The Rock pots 
and pans

3205 +VAT A4 premium laminator

3206 +VAT 2 unboxed instant pots plus 5 unboxed 
Gourmet digital air fryers

3207 Pasta machine plus 2 small boxes of dessert 
bowls
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3208 +VAT Instant pot Duo Gourmet multi use 
pressure cooker with box

3209 +VAT Instant pot multi use pressure cooker with 
box

3210 +VAT Instant pot multi use pressure cooker with 
box

3211 +VAT Instant pot Duo Evo Plus coffee machine 
with box

3212 +VAT Instant pot Duo Evo Plus coffee machine 
with box

3213 +VAT 3 Sabatier expanding dishracks with 
boxes

3214 +VAT 3 Sabatier expanding dishracks (2 boxed)

3215 +VAT 3 boxed Water Pik water flossers

3216 +VAT 2 boxed Water Pik water flossers

3217 +VAT Tefal small pressure cooker pot

3218 +VAT Tefal filter fryer with box

3219 +VAT Tefal filter fryer with box

3220 +VAT O-Series HD daylight mirror with box

3221 +VAT Eco double sided sensor mirror withy box

3222 +VAT Simple Human Sensor mirror with box

3223 +VAT BBQ caddy

3224 +VAT 5 boxed crystal glassware sets

3225 +VAT Box of Maxwell Williams hand painted 
mugs plus electric wine set

3226 +VAT 2 Nescafe Dulce Gusto Mini Me coffee 
machines

3227 +VAT 2 boxed Nescafe Dulce Gusto coffee 
machines

3228 +VAT Box of stoneware bowls plus Laurie Gates 
bowl sets

3229 +VAT 1 boxed pair of Taylor glass digital scales

3230 Instant pot multi use pressure cooker with box

3231 Gourmet digital air fryer with box

3232 Gourmet digital air fryer with box

3233 +VAT Large bag of BBQ aprons, mittens etc

3234 +VAT Kenwood mixer with attachments

3235 +VAT 2 expandable laundry baskets

3236 +VAT Tray of Circulon baking tins plus 4 
drinking glasses

3237 +VAT Bag of Cadbury's Tassimo pods

3238 +VAT Tray of Tramontina Pro pans

3239 +VAT 3 mixed size serving platters, lazy susan 
porcelain set and another box of platters

3240 +VAT Unboxed instant pot, 2 Kenwood food 
processors, Morphy Richards soup maker and 
Espresso coffee machine

3241 +VAT Circulon cookware set with box

3242 +VAT Star For It The Rock cookware set (wrong 
box)

3243 +VAT Berghoff Eurocast professional series 
sauté pan plus 2 Berghoff Eurocast professional 
series flat grill pans

3244 +VAT Berghoff non-stick wok in box

3245 +VAT Kenwood Prospero Plus kitchen machine 
with box

3246 +VAT Gourmet 7.1L triple slow cooker and 
warming station with box

3247 +VAT Gourmet 7.1L triple slow cooker and 
warming station with box

3248 +VAT Gourmet 7.1L triple slow cooker and 
warming station with box

3249 +VAT Kenwood multi pro compact food 
processor with box

3250 +VAT Kenwood multi pro compact plus food 
processor

3251 +VAT Kenwood multi pro compact plus food 
processor

3252 +VAT Kenwood multi pro compact plus food 
processor

3253 +VAT Kenwood food processor plus 
attachments

3254 +VAT Bag containing Thermo flasks, water filter 
cartridges, drinking bottles etc

3255 +VAT Large box of various wooden door signs

3256 +VAT Denby plates plus other dishes

3257 +VAT Kilner glass drinks dispenser plus memory 
foam lap desk

3258 +VAT Bag containing mixed assorted lighting

3259 +VAT Large bag of mixed items inc. sun 
readers, bath bombs, knee support, face shields 
etc

3260 Tray containing Tommy Tippee bottle prep 
machine plus double bottle warmer etc

3261 +VAT 2 boxed Sabatier Expandable dishracks

3262 +VAT 2 unboxed steam irons

3263 +VAT Braun steam iron

3264 +VAT Jamie Oliver hand whisk with box
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3265 +VAT Robotic Deluxe vacuum cleaner

3266 +VAT Robotic Deluxe vacuum cleaner

3267 +VAT Panasonic link to mobile KXTGH264 
phone set

3268 +VAT BT Premium phone handset plus 
moodlight and nature sound alarm clock

3269 +VAT Diamond glassware set in box

3270 +VAT 2 boxed 3 tier stoneware bowl sets

3271 +VAT Instant pot Crisp and Air fryer in box

3272 +VAT 2 Denby bowls plus Denby milk jug and 
teapot

3273 +VAT 2 boxed Brita water filter jugs

3274 +VAT 3 Tramontina pans plus Berghoff Eurocast 
professional series pot

3275 Kitchen Aid blender attachment, rechargeable 
portable blender, Kitchen Aid citrus juicer etc

3276 +VAT Panasonic automatic breadmaker

3277 +VAT Kitchen Aid diamond blender with box

3278 +VAT Mason Craft & Moore food canister set

3279 +VAT Box of boxed cat/dog food plus box of pet 
cleaning sprays

3280 +VAT 2 cooking pots, dishrack, mixing bowls

3281 Meat slicer

3282 +VAT Box of 6 wine glasses

3283 +VAT Unboxed 3 tier bowl set

3284 +VAT Unboxed Gourmet 7.1L warming station

3285 2 unboxed Gourmet digital air fryers

3286 +VAT Nespresso Virtue Next Magimix coffee 
machine in box

3287 +VAT Nespresso Virtue Next Magimix coffee 
machine in box

3288 +VAT Nespresso Virtue Next Magimix coffee 
machine in box

3289 +VAT Nespresso Virtue Next Magimix coffee 
machine in box

3290 +VAT Nespresso Virtue Next Magimix coffee 
machine in box

3291 SC V-max robotic vacuum cleaner in box

3292 Von Haus room fan in box

3293 +VAT 12L glass drinks dispenser plus Morphy 
Richards soup maker

3294 +VAT Frijjid juicer in box with attachments

3295 +VAT Instant pot duo gourmet multi use 
pressure cooker in box

3296 +VAT Delonghi double drip Espresso coffee 
machine in box

3297 +VAT Bissell Icon 25v vacuum with pole, head 
and charger

3298 +VAT Oval oven roasting pan plus chopping 
board

3299 +VAT LED wax remote candle set plus 2 others

3300 +VAT 2 boxed Water Pik water flossers

3301 Hand held Dyson DC30 with charger and 1 
attachments

3302 +VAT Hand held Dyson DC44 animal with pole, 
head , charger and 2 attachments

3303 +VAT Hand held Dyson DC44 animal with pole, 
head , charger and 2 attachments

3304 +VAT Hand held Dyson V8 Absolute with box 
plus 2 heads, pole and charger plus 2 
attachments`

3305 Yuntuo robot vacuum cleaner no charger

3306 +VAT Samsung Jet 70 series cordless stick 
vacuum cleaner with box

3307 +VAT Samsung Jet 70 series cordless stick 
vacuum cleaner with box

3308 Powersteam fast clothes press

3309 +VAT Aircraft powerglide cordless hard floor 
cleaner in box

3310 +VAT Aircraft powerglide cordless hard floor 
cleaner in box

3311 +VAT Aircraft powerglide cordless hard floor 
cleaner in box

3312 +VAT Bissell Spot Clean pro heat carpet and 
upholstery washer with box

3313 +VAT Bissell Spot Clean pro heat carpet and 
upholstery washer with box

3314 +VAT Box of throw away take-away cups

3315 +VAT Henry micro vacuum cleaner with no pole

3316 +VAT Henry micro vacuum cleaner with no pole

3317 +VAT Henry micro vacuum cleaner with no pole

3318 +VAT Henry micro vacuum cleaner with no pole

3319 +VAT Henry micro vacuum cleaner with no pole

3320 +VAT Henry micro vacuum cleaner with no pole

3321 +VAT Henry micro vacuum cleaner with no pole

3322 +VAT Henry micro vacuum cleaner with no pole

3323 +VAT Henry micro vacuum cleaner with no pole
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3324 +VAT Henry micro vacuum cleaner with no pole

3325 +VAT Upright Shark corded stick anti hair wrap 
vacuum cleaner

3326 +VAT Upright Dyson DC Light ball origin 
vacuum cleaner

3327 +VAT Upright Bosch 25.2v power vacuum 
cleaner with charger

3328 +VAT Upright Bosch 25.2v power vacuum 
cleaner with charger

3329 +VAT Upright Bosch 28v vacuum cleaner no 
charger

3330 Tasky wet/dry vacuum cleaner with pole

3331 Upright Bissell power wash pro heat carpet 
washer

3332 Upright G-Tech air ram no charger

3333 Upright G-Tech air ram with charger

3334 Upright G-Tech air ram with charger

3335 +VAT 4 boxed upright Sharp steam mops

3336 +VAT Box of mixed loose Shark steam mops

3337 Upright Bissell power wash and power brush 
carpet cleaner

3338 Standing shower fan

3339 +VAT Black pedestal fan

3340 +VAT Dual Power cool NSA fan

3341 +VAT Box of assorted Henry vacuum cleaner 
parts

3342 +VAT Large pallet of mixed household, toys etc

3343 +VAT Large box of mixed food

3344 2 large boxes of various books

3345 +VAT Large box of mixed toiletries, cosmetics 
etc

3347 +VAT Hugo Boss Deep Red ladies perfume 
90ml plus another loose (unsealed) plus 2 Vera 
Wang Princess Eau De Toilette sprays 100ml

3348 +VAT Boxed Heckleys International self 
sharpening block with knives

3349 +VAT Boxed Heckleys International self 
sharpening block with knives

3350 2 bags of various branded cosmetics and make-
up

3351 Bag containing various branded cosmetics

3352 Bag containing various branded cosmetics

3353 1 bag of various branded cosmetics

3354 1 bag of various branded cosmetics

3355 1 bag of various branded cosmetics

3356 +VAT 2 Braun XT51 shavers

3357 +VAT 2 Panasonic wet/dry premium 
performance shavers

3358 +VAT Winter in Venice bath set plus diffuser 
reed giftset

3359 Samurai Japan triple hardened steel knife set in 
sealed case

3360 Damascus steel blade knife set in case

3361 +VAT Fabreware platinum knife block and knife 
set plus Heckleys self sharpening knife block 
with knives

3362 OFF hooded jumper plus fila gilet

3363 +VAT 16 colour changing mugs

3364 +VAT 16 colour changing mugs

3365 +VAT 16 colour changing mugs

3366 +VAT 7 mixed style suitcases

3367 +VAT Large hard shelled silver Samsonite 
suitcase in box

3368 +VAT 1 large hard shelled American tourister 
suitcase

3369 +VAT Large hard shelled Samsonite suitcase

3370 +VAT 3 large hard shelled American Tourister 
suitcases

3371 Large black fabric suitcase

3372 +VAT Samsonite backpack

3373 2 boxes of top cookie medals

3374 +VAT 3 large long cushions

3375 +VAT Large Tork fragrant candle and 3 long hot 
water bottles and 2 boxes of LED string lights

3376 Large box of Colarado snow boots in various 
sizes

3377 Approx 6 boxes of ladies gel inner soles

3378 +VAT Tray of Polo Ralph Lauren gents boxers in 
packs

3379 +VAT 2 memory foam pillows in zip cases

3380 +VAT 4 Dreamland electric blankets

3381 +VAT Queen size airbed

3382 4 boxes of small fragrant soaps

3383 +VAT Gift box advent calendar (empty)

3384 Box of various purses, toiletry bags etc

3385 2 boxes of picture frame plaques
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3386 4 trays of various household ware

3387 3 boxes of small message plaques

3388 2 trays of mixed celebration cards

3389 Box of Maxwell Williams espresso mugs plus 2 
boxes of water bottles

3390 +VAT 2 boxed sensible eco mini bins

3391 +VAT 3 boxed sensible eco mini bins

3392 Small tray containing tea towels, hair 
accessories etc

3393 +VAT Selection of various back packs inc. 
Samsonite, Puma etc

3394 Large box containing various ladies jumpers

3395 Cosmetic mirror

3396 7 trays of various mixed misc. household ware

3397 +VAT Quantity of bamboo lunch boxes

3398 +VAT Vibration massager in box

3399 +VAT Hyper Volt 2 pro massager (sealed)

3400 +VAT Hyper Volt 2 pro massager (sealed)

3401 +VAT Hyper Volt 2 pro massager (sealed)

3402 +VAT Hyper Volt 2 pro massager (sealed)

3403 2 boxes of Mama Go Go baby carriers

3404 2 boxes of Mama Go Go baby carriers

3405 2 boxes of Mama Go Go baby carriers

3406 3 large boxes containing 16 per box of baby 
pouch carriers

3407 4 boxes containing toys, mixed misc. household 
ware etc

3408 +VAT 2 trays of colour changing mugs

3409 Box containing drinking bottles, blankets, 
household ware

3410 Approx 35 pairs of Koi ladies shoes various 
sizes

3411 Large box of various stationery, tape dispensers, 
pen holders etc

3412 2 large boxes of various ladies boxed shoes

3413 Large box of various belts

3414 +VAT Weighted blanket

3415 Neck tech massager

3416 +VAT 3 tier basket stand

3417 +VAT 4 grey sofa cushions

3418 Selection of various mixed books

3419 +VAT Bag containing various supplements

3420 +VAT Bag of various self tanning and some 
foaming tan water

3421 +VAT Box of various toiletries, cosmetics etc

3422 +VAT Box of various toiletries, cosmetics etc

3423 +VAT Box of various toiletries, cosmetics etc

3424 +VAT Box of various toiletries, cosmetics etc

3425 +VAT Ritual of Advent calendar plus Lindt 
calendar and super foods calendar

3426 Large bag of John Lewis and branded indoor 
and outdoor lighting

3427 +VAT Ball pit with play balls

3428 +VAT Large bag of toilet roll

3429 +VAT Kirkland Signature dog bed

3430 +VAT Cally body pillow in bag

3431 +VAT Ball pit with balls

3432 +VAT Sharper Image body scan massage pillow

3433 +VAT Sharper Image body scan massage pillow

3434 +VAT Sharper Image body scan massage pillow

3435 +VAT Sharper Image body scan massage pillow

3436 +VAT 4 neck and back massagers

3437 Tray of various Disney character cuddly toys

3438 +VAT 2 multi use wall shelves

3439 +VAT Selection of various LED string lighting

3440 +VAT Cricut ultimate smart cutting machine in 
box

3441 Box of various mixed toys

3442 +VAT 2 Sharper Image foot massagers

3443 +VAT 2 packs of Franklin & Sons rhubarb and 
lemonade sparkling soft drinks

3444 +VAT 5 boxed Ottlite LED desk lamps

3445 +VAT 5 boxed Ottlite LED desk lamps

3446 +VAT 4 boxed Ottlite LED desk lamps

3447 3 boxes of Disney baby Mickey Mouse bunting 
wall stickers

3448 +VAT Queen size airbed in box plus 1 unboxed

3449 +VAT Cat scratch tower in box

3450 Bag of various flax seed oils and other 
supplements

3451 +VAT Skopes navy Rhino jacket size 38R
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3452 +VAT 3 ladies full zip weatherproof jackets in 
navy and yellow

3453 +VAT Superdry hoodie in navy size XL plus 
Bench hoodie size XL

3454 Ladies Reflex black blazer jacket plus blue 
trousers

3455 Full zip green jacket

3456 +VAT 2 Revel battleship model kits

3457 +VAT 3 cycling helmets

3458 Kids pair of Skecher shoes plus 2 pairs of 
Kirkland slippers

3459 Boxed pair of Rieker white boots plus pair of 
children's Lico shoes

3460 Full zipped military jacket

3461 +VAT All Media artists set in box

3462 +VAT 2 Star Wars Millennium Falcon and 
Imperial Star Destroyer model sets

3463 +VAT Ultimate Magic set

3464 +VAT Lego Harry Potter Hogwarts Chamber of 
Secrets set in box (sealed)

3465 +VAT Three Japanese dried flower sets in boxes

3466 Boxed pair of Nike Air Hurricane trainers Size 10

3467 +VAT 2 Boxes of coral mini succullents

3468 +VAT Machine maker construction set and a 
Little Mermaid figure set

3469 +VAT Disney junior bake shop set and a Disney 
Pixar Toy Story ready to play train set

3470 +VAT Jetson free wheel light up kick scooter

3471 +VAT Ford Bronco remote control truck in box

3472 +VAT Selection of various toys to include V Tec, 
Mario, Studio Creator etc

3473 +VAT Four Playmobile fold out house sets

3474 Tray of various boxed toys and games

3475 3 boxes of wind-up bubble turtles

3476 +VAT Large selection of mixed toys inc. beauty 
and crystal kits, power poppers, Star Wars, etc

3477 +VAT Pie Face game, child's push along cycle, 
2 Mitre footballs etc

3478 +VAT Lifetime 32" Impact back board in box

3479 Planes child's table with 2 chairs

3480 Box of tennis rackets, badminton rackets, mugs, 
etc

3481 +VAT Kid Craft Pool Party play mansion in box

3482 +VAT Cricket set in box

3483 +VAT Miami 4 storey dolls house in box

3484 +VAT Ronan's wooden play kitchen

3485 +VAT 20kg weight plus 2 x 8kg dumbells and 2 
kettle bells

3486 Speed bike

3487 +VAT Pro fitness rowing machine

3488 Twist and shape machine

3489 Power twister

3490 Maxi climber

3491 +VAT Large pallet containing various household 
ware, mixed items etc

3492 Neff extractor fan in box

3493 +VAT Challenge 8 in1 4ft folding multi games 
table in box

3494 Hoover sensor 8kg dryer

3495 Beko washing machine

3496 Rangemaster oven

3497 Montpellier fridge freezer

3498 +VAT Fryer

3499 +VAT Panasonic microwave

3500 Kenwood microwave

3501 +VAT Large Maxipet 2 tone brown dog bed

3502 +VAT Approx 6ft x 4ft multi colour rug

3503 +VAT Deesse Pro LED phototherapy mask 
(sealed)

3504 +VAT Beer Dispensing system

3505 +VAT Haynes Machine Works V8 engine model 
kit and 2 Archery sets

3506 +VAT Brentfords 198x198cm duvet set, Play 
Shot Roulette game and 12 pint glasses

3507 +VAT Christmas tree tub, Christmas Snowman 
canvas picture and Christmas Eve storage box

3508 +VAT Russell Hobbs Buckingham coffee maker

3509 +VAT Morphy Richards deep fat fryer

3510 +VAT 24 rolls of 3m Christmas gift wrap and 
Lisa Angell Christmas Wreath

3511 +VAT Multi purpose lap desk, desk tidy, bamboo 
expanding bath caddy and table lamp

3512 +VAT Philips Hue ceiling light

3513 Pair of Invert 2 in 1 adjustable inline skates Size 
30-33
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3514 +VAT Silentnight set of 4 super springy pillows

3515 +VAT 2 200x240cm Pug design mink faux fur 
throws

3516 +VAT No. 7 illuminated make-up mirror

3517 +VAT No. 7 illuminated make-up mirror

3518 +VAT No. 7 illuminated make-up mirror

3519 +VAT No. 7 illuminated make-up mirror

3520 +VAT No. 7 illuminated make-up mirror

3521 +VAT No. 7 illuminated make-up mirror

3522 +VAT Marvel Ware Machine Legend Series 
electronic helmet

3523 +VAT Pencil warm white 6ft green Christmas 
tree

3524 +VAT 24 rolls of 2m gift wrap paper

3525 +VAT Set of 4 storage drawers, set of 5 plastic 
storage containers and 2 trays

3526 +VAT King Size geo triangle cosy & soft duvet 
set and baby nappy changing mat

3527 +VAT Lego Warhol Marilyn Monroe kit and 
Batman pop up tent

3528 +VAT Super Badge It! set, 10 x interior 
dehumidifiers, set of tea plates, travel mug and 
baubles

3529 +VAT L.O.L Suprise O.M.G 4 in 1 re-mix plane 
set

3530 +VAT Rainbow High colour changing car

3531 +VAT Harry Potter Cluedo sealed game, pack of 
foam play lock together mats and 18 packs 
Mama Bear sensitive wet wipes

3532 +VAT Bowland coal hod and 2 x 10L water cans

3533 +VAT Dry food dispenser (af), cake box, Storage 
jar and treat box

3534 +VAT 4 x glass lamp shades

3535 +VAT Homedics Shiatsu neck massager and 
yoga mats

3536 +VAT Maxi roller skates rainbow rider Size 5

3537 +VAT 6 x Gardenista water resistant purple & 
orange floral design cushions

3538 +VAT Wicker basket containing 2 setting picnic 
set and another wicker basket

3539 +VAT Bissell Spot Clean Pro portable carpet 
and upholstery washer

3540 +VAT Cot duvet & pillow set and baby bather

3541 +VAT Silentnight faux fur double duvet set, faux 
fur throw and Arch shape mirror

3542 +VAT Nick Jr. Red Steady Dough set, Party 
Shot Roulette! and Coca-Cola bottle bank

3543 +VAT Garden kneeler and weed burner

3544 +VAT Reinberg double step stool, 50L bullet bin 
and large oval wooden tray

3545 +VAT Bonsaii 6 sheet cross cut shredder

3546 +VAT Lego Architecture Statue of Liberty 21042 
kit

3547 +VAT Lego Architecture Statue of Liberty 21042 
kit

3548 +VAT Lego Architecture Statue of Liberty 21042 
kit

3549 +VAT Lego Architecture Statue of Liberty 21042 
kit

3550 +VAT Star Wars The Black Series Rey 
Skywalker Force FX Elite lightsaber

3551 +VAT Star Wars The Black Series Rey 
Skywalker Force FX Elite lightsaber

3552 +VAT 25 x One Green 500ml water bottles

3553 +VAT 3 Prestige hampers

3554 +VAT Deluxe Powerhoop 1.6 to 1.9kg weighted 
fitness hoop

3555 +VAT Deluxe Powerhoop 1.6 to 1.9kg weighted 
fitness hoop

3556 +VAT Deluxe Powerhoop 1.6 to 1.9kg weighted 
fitness hoop

3557 +VAT Deluxe Powerhoop 1.6 to 1.9kg weighted 
fitness hoop

3558 +VAT Silver/grey ottoman

3559 +VAT Silentnight deep sleep set of 2 pillows

3560 +VAT Teddy Fleece single duvet set, Arsenal 
cushioned lap tray and Acctim wall clock

3561 +VAT 2 foam interlocking play mats, Hetty play 
vacuum cleaner and easel set

3562 +VAT Prortection Racket 10'' x 8'' drum case (af)

3563 +VAT Large bag of cushion/toy stuffing and 8 
inner cushion pads

3564 +VAT Hotel Chocolat Velvetiser and pack of 10 
flavoured drinking chocolate sachets

3565 +VAT 1000 New York plastic carrier bags, box of 
250 Durakraft small paper carrier bags and 10 
rolls of 300mm x 3m bubble wrap

3566 +VAT Morph Droid set and Turbo Tracks race 
set

3567 +VAT Peppa Pig World of Peppa set and Harry 
Potter Luminous board
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3568 +VAT Playmobil 70537 Family Fun kit

3569 +VAT Juice Extractor

3570 +VAT 2 lap trays, bamboo duck and large non 
slip mat

3571 +VAT Large cork board, Bucket storage cabinet, 
watch display case and planter

3572 +VAT 2 x 10kg hand weights and Innertrak slim 
hula hoop

3573 +VAT Runki ride on suitcase

3574 +VAT Selection of soft cuddly toys

3575 +VAT Collapsible washing basket, Double 
bedspread, wall clock and picture frame

3576 +VAT Light fitting, M&S trifle bowl and small 
swing bin

3577 +VAT Yoga mat and wheel

3578 +VAT Very Fire USS Cleveland VF350920 
1:350 Battleship Plastic Model Kit

3579 +VAT DIY Crystal Art kit, Hape scooter and 
Dolls house furniture

3580 +VAT Box of pine cones, Christmas door wreath 
and Multi-colour star window light

3581 +VAT 2 boxes of 100 dark blue metallic padded 
mailer envelopes

3582 +VAT 2 lidded storage containers, diffuser kit 
and storage bag

3583 +VAT Mamibot iglassbot robot window cleaner 
together with Shark & Henry hoover 
replacement attachments

3584 +VAT Sovrn skateboard deck

3585 +VAT Box of The Squid game face masks

3586 +VAT 8 various design and sized jigsaw puzzles

3587 +VAT Fancy dress costumes, hats, wigs etc

3588 +VAT 20 games including Wordstax, Mrs & Mrs, 
Opswat, Glockenspeil, Baby tablet, Exploding 
kittens, Magic tricks etc

3589 +VAT Kombat Adventure Vest Kit, Metal Tech 2 
in 1 motorised vehicle model kit and The 
Komotto toy vehicle

3590 +VAT 11 games including Ker-Plunk, Top of the 
Pops Party games, Crazy Science Advent 
Calendar, Bio pens, dominoes etc

3591 +VAT Lego Star Wars 'The Child' 75318 kit

3592 +VAT L.O.L Surprise MP3 Karaoke with light 
show, Hairdorables hair dudeables set, Dinky 
Donkey book & toy, Puppy Teether pack and 
Talking Tom figure

3593 +VAT Selection of soft cuddly toys and 
Microwave hottie elephant

3594 +VAT 7 games including Cookie & Cake play 
set, Play-Doh, Tomy Toomies foam factory, 
Spider-man blaster, Fantastic Gymnasts etc

3595 +VAT Large bag of novelty toys, building blocks, 
Nerf guns & bullets, water bottles, balloons etc

3596 +VAT Harrods Christmas Bear 2021 'Angus'

3597 +VAT 6 Wallace & Gromit soft toy characters

3598 +VAT Harry Potter Cluedo, Bottle sand art, 
Wooden Geoboard and jigsaw puzzles

3599 +VAT Various games including Simon, 
Taskmaster, Dance Mat, Jask, Domino Train etc

3600 +VAT Selection of soft cuddly toys

3601 +VAT 7 x Pop! vinyl collectable figures including 
Notorious B.I.G, Venomized Doctor Doom, 
Behemoth, Chip, Anna etc

3602 +VAT Lego kits comprising Creator, Duplo, 
Harry Potter and Super Mario together with Lego 
Animal Atlas book

3603 +VAT 8 Lego kits including Star Wars 
Stormtrooper, Technic, Creator, Juniors etc

3604 +VAT 10 games including R/C Velociraptor, Gel 
Ball Blaster, Yes No game, Beat the Parents, 
Hedbanze, Hot Wheels transporter etc

3605 +VAT Selection of games including Simon, 
When In Rome, Baby Shark, LOL pet surprise, 
Sky Rockets, Finger Flicking Punchbag etc

3606 +VAT Realistic doll and another doll, Aladdin & 
Disney Princess figures, PJ Mask figures and 2 
kids play mats

3607 +VAT Approx 16 assorted fancy dress costumes

3608 +VAT Warhammer Age of Sigmar 'Dominion' 
(sealed)

3609 +VAT 16 boxed games including Vtech Baby 
kitten carrier, Its Bananas!, Playmobil, K'Nex, 
jigsaws etc

3610 +VAT Large bag of fancy dress wigs, hats and 
accessories

3611 +VAT Large bag of novelty toys, building bricks, 
action figures, tattoo sleeves, Medal collection 
folder, dolls clothes, Peppa Pig house etc

3612 +VAT Badminton set, baseball bat, footballs, 
Shuttlecocks, Scuba diving set, skateboard 
trucks etc

3613 +VAT Art & craft including colouring pens, 
pencils, markers, colouring books, paints, 
stickers, activity packs etc
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3614 +VAT 9 games including Scrabble, Soggy 
Doggy, Operation, Glow Art, Neon Stones etc

3615 +VAT Selection of games including Cluedo, 
Basket Case, Don't Laugh, Waxi Doodles, Stunt 
Granny etc

3616 +VAT Selection of card games including Cards 
Against Humanity, Oracle & Tarot cards, Uno 
etc

3617 +VAT Lego Batman & City kits and 3 Lego mini 
packs

3618 +VAT Selection of soft cuddly toys and XBox 
cushion

3619 +VAT Quantity of Vinyl faced Naught Elves

3620 +VAT 3 novelty removable motorbike helmet 
covers

3621 +VAT Pokemon Battle Academy, Dirk Hem 
Alhambra, Enchanted Forest, The Quacks of 
Quedlinburty & Throw Throw Burrito games (all 
sealed)

3622 +VAT Selection of toys & games including Lego 
(af), Fisher-Price Lil Garmer, Dinosaur figures, 
Pull Along Sheep etc

3623 +VAT Large bag of novelty toys, glow sticks, 
medals, chess pieces, key rings, Lego blocks, 
art accessories etc

3624 +VAT Large bag of novelty toys, party bag 
accessories, colouring pens, pencils, books, 
action & fantasy figures, toy vehicles, reading 
books etc

3625 +VAT Selection of toys and games including 
Exploding Kittens, Cheesy Jokes, Bling Rings, 
IQ game, Moon Lites, puzzles, Slime, children's 
sipping cups etc

3626 +VAT Large bag of novelty & party bag toys, 
Nerf bullets, toys cars, action figures, dolls 
house furniture, action figures, toy cars, craft 
packs etc

3627 +VAT Large bag of assorted toys, games and 
craft sets

3628 +VAT 8 x Pop! vinyl collectable figures including 
LeBron James, Iron Man, Agent Coulson, 
Punisher etc

3629 +VAT Large quantity of card games including 
Devil's Deck, Uno, Who Whats to be a 
Millionaire, Tea Leaf reading cards and more

3630 +VAT Large bag containing soft cuddly toys, 
novelty toys, Nerf bullets, building blocks, lunch 
bags etc

3631 +VAT 12 games including It's Bananas!, The 
Good Life, Painted Rocks, Who is the Winner?, 
UR Game etc

3632 +VAT 9 games including Monopoly Mega 
Edition, Floor piano, Dinosaur Bingo, Chess set, 
Geometric Solids etc

3633 +VAT Selection of Fancy dress costumes, 
masks, face paints etc

3634 +VAT Paw Patrol Mighty Meteor Track set & 
Mighty gift pack, Trucks 2 in 1 play set and r/c 
plane

3635 +VAT Fidget toy Advent calendars, fidget 
spinners, sensory pop pads etc

3636 +VAT 2 Lego Avengers Advent Calendars, Lego 
Friends, Creationary & Creator kits and bag of 
loose Lego

3637 +VAT Selection of soft cuddly toys

3638 +VAT Large selection of collectable trading 
cards including Pokemon, Premier League, 
Stadium Chrome etc

3639 +VAT 10 toys including Cluedo, Playmobil, My 
Little Pony, Slime, It's Bananas!, jigsaw etc

3640 +VAT Selection of toys including r/c 
Velociraptor, Vtech Singing bear, Poker set, 
Musical dominoes, Pull along Unicorn, Wooden 
crane etc

3641 +VAT Leap Frog 2 in 1 Leap Top Touch and 
Leap Frog Leap Pad

3642 +VAT Barbie gymnastic set, Cocomelon musical 
doll, Frozen Anna doll and play mat

3643 +VAT Craft packs and accessories, colouring 
pens, Colouring books etc

3644 +VAT Star War Trooper figures, card games, 
plastic toy house & caravan, Nerf backpack, 
inflatables, iPad covers and novelty toys

3645 +VAT Coalport 1st Ed 'The Snowman' figure, 
Leonardo collectors doll and 3 others

3646 +VAT Neca Iron Maiden ''The Trooper'' 
collectable figure

3647 +VAT 7 Warhammer model kits including Grey 
Knights, Spare Marines, Assault Squad together 
with Nighthaunt & paint set (all sealed)

3648 +VAT Revell Ferrari 250 GTO model kit, 
Wargreymon model kit, Lord of the Rings Model 
kit and another

3649 +VAT Selection of collectable figures including 
Pop! vinyl figures, The Walking Dead 'Governor', 
Star Wars 'Kylo Ren' etc

3650 +VAT 4 x Corgi collectable vehicle models 
including Bedford Type OB coach, Pickfords 
Platform trailer, 1930 AEC bus etc

3651 +VAT Selection of collectable vehicles including 
Bachmann, Burago, Matchbox etc
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3652 +VAT Flea, Bed Bug & Moth killer sprays and 
foggers

3653 +VAT Quantity of Gillette, Bull Dog and other 
shaving foams and gels together with Heat 
muscle relief sprays

3654 +VAT Selection of hair products including dry 
shampoo, mousse, colour, hair spray etc

3655 +VAT Purelogy weightless volume mousses, 
Schwarzkopf got2b Glued blasting sprays, 
Pantene hairsprays and Regaine hair regrowth 
treatments

3656 +VAT Large quantity of deodorants, anti-
perspirants and body mist sprays

3657 +VAT Beauty products including Sun Protection, 
Shower mousse, moisturizers, Self tanning foam 
etc

3658 +VAT Silly & Crazy string, Spray snow and 2 
Gas Horns

3659 +VAT Bag containing shoe cleaner & stretcher, 
carpet fresh, air freshener, water proof, fabric 
protector, sticky stuff remover, air dusters etc

3660 +VAT Bag containing deodorants, shower wash, 
moisturisers etc (af some leaking/part bottles)

3661 +VAT Large bag of toiletries including body 
wash, hair products, sun protection, talc, oils etc 
(some leakage)

3662 +VAT Large bag of toiletries including body 
wash, hair products, oils etc (some leakage)

3663 +VAT Large bag of branded toiletries including 
Jimmy Choo, L'Oreal, Garnier, Versed, 
Christopher Robin and others

3664 +VAT Large bag of assorted toiletries including 
hair products, lotions, lip repair, cleanser, oils, 
balms etc (some a/f)

3665 +VAT Wahl Rapid clip hair clipper set, 2 x Baby 
Beast Trimmers, Gillette Classic shaving set and 
Skull shaver

3666 +VAT SmoothSkin Bare Plus IPL Hair Removal 
for Body and Face - Black/Rose Gold

3667 +VAT Neom Bedtime ritual gift set and Jo 
Malone hand cream gift set

3668 +VAT Dior Diorella eau de toilette 100ml

3669 +VAT Large bag of toiletries including shower 
gel, shaving powder, hair products, heat rub, 
moisturizers, balms, lotions etc

3670 +VAT Large quantity of Black Label 'Black Mist 
Pre Styling Spray' and 'Profile Putty'

3671 +VAT Large bag of toiletries including body 
wash, hair products, lotions, balms, serums, 
moisturizers etc

3672 +VAT Quantity of Avon Planet Spa Blissfully 
nourishing hand creams and Hand, Elbow & foot 
cream

3673 +VAT Large bag of beauty products including 
makeup bags & brushes, false eyelashes & 
nails, sanitary ware, pregnancy tests, Kool Paks 
etc

3674 +VAT Selection of face & feet masks, Durex, 
Hard wax beans, collagen masks, product 
sample sachets etc

3675 +VAT Selection of wigs, hair brushes, combs, 
clips and hair accessories

3676 +VAT Selection of toiletry gift box sets including 
Baylis & Harding, The White Company, Soap & 
Glory, L'Oreal, Ted Baker etc

3677 +VAT Shave Pros, manicure sets, Derma 
rollers, massage ball, No. 7 & Masqd makeup 
brushes, infrared thermometer, pedi set etc

3678 +VAT Large bag of bath bombs, fragrance 
soaps, Epsom Salts, wet wipes etc

3679 +VAT Small bag of assorted toiletries

3680 +VAT Dental care products including 
toothbrushes, replacement heads, interdental 
brushes together with Shaving products 
including razors, beard care kit etc

3681 +VAT Selection of branded toiletries including 
L'Oreal, No. 7, Estee Lauder, Pixi, Decleor, 
Revolution and others

3682 +VAT Selection of The Ordinary beauty products

3683 +VAT Branded toiletries including Elemis, 
Sanctuary, Clarins, Clinique, Tropic and others

3684 +VAT Large quantity of assorted branded, High 
Street and other cosmetics including NARS, 
MAC, it, younique, L'Oreal, Revolution and 
others

3685 +VAT Whittard The Hot Chocolate Advent 
Calendar for two

3686 +VAT Large bag of household sundries, picture 
frame, space saving hangers, shopping bags, 
decorative stones, key rings, luggage strap etc

3687 +VAT Kate Spade, Kath Kidston and other 
wallets and bags, Fiskars scissors & craft 
accessories, aprons, tea towels, Joseph bin 
liners and kitchen accessories and sundry items

3688 +VAT 3 x The White Company Winter scented 
candles, Amorxiao Scented candle set, Yankee 
Candle advent calendar and Home Fragrance 
gift set

3689 +VAT Selection of scented candles, wax melts, 
tea lights and incense
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3690 +VAT Selection of Whittard hot chocolate in 
various flavours including Turkish Delight, 
Spiced Orange, Toffee Popcorn and other, 
Whittard blended coffee, Chelsea Tea and Pack 
of Tassimo Oreo coffee pods

3691 +VAT Waxx London handbag and animal design 
candles, Yankee candles, wax burner and melts, 
hard wax beans etc

3692 +VAT Large selection of coffee beans

3693 +VAT Bag containing craft & kitchen ware, 
Science & Maths revision cards, furniture feet 
guards, cutting board, trinket case, disc lens 
cleaner and sundry items

3694 +VAT Large selection of stationery including 
watercolour card, notebooks, pens, pencils, 
notebooks, staples, glue sticks etc

3695 +VAT Range of cleaning products including 
surface cleaner, Oven Pride, laundry detergent, 
leather cleaner, disinfectant etc

3696 +VAT Selection of scented candles, tea lights 
and wax melts

3697 +VAT Neom Wellbeing Pod Luxe oil diffuser, 
Scented Candle collection, Christmas Wish 
candle and Happiness scented candle

3698 +VAT Box containing picture frames, coffee & 
travel mugs, ornaments, tea light holders, slate 
hang tags, music box kit etc

3699 +VAT Selection of scented candles and diffusers 
including Yankee, Neom, Wynnie Tam Tam etc

3700 +VAT Truffle Hunter : Truffle Crisp Duo and 2 x 
Essential Truffle Collection

3701 +VAT Hotel Chocolat & Green & Black's 
chocolate assortment gift box set and 2 x Hotel 
Chocolat 'The Hug' mugs

3702 +VAT Kombucha Teapigs drinks, Grind coffee 
pods, Tubby Tom's seasonings, Whitard 
Christmas coffee, Bettys Earl Grey tea and V60 
coffee drippers

3703 +VAT Wifi Smart LED bulbs, Night Lights, 
Christmas lights, torches etc

3704 +VAT Selection of ground coffee beans 
including Pact, Spiller & Tait, Vice etc

3705 +VAT My Protein shake mixes, floatation vest, 
resistance bands, swimming goggles, noodle, 
skipping rope etc

3706 +VAT Quantity of lined flower pot covers

3707 +VAT Large bag of household sundries, hot 
water bottle, wallets, credit card blockers, hose 
attachment, tea towel, coasters, page marks, 
key rings, laundry eggs and more

3708 +VAT Large bag containing Xmas decorations, 
S L Ward 3994 Triking ornaments, wallets, 
luggage straps and sundry items

3709 +VAT Gift cards, assorted stationery, craft 
warem kitchen accessories, digital 
thermometers etc

3710 +VAT 11 Vogue soft grip pro paring knives

3711 +VAT Selection of tea lights, wax melts, scented 
candles and candle wicks

3712 +VAT Health products including electro pads, 
heartstart smart pads, defibrillation pads, Pulse 
Oximeters, Test strips, GlucoMen Areo monitor, 
Omnipod kit, micro filters, face masks etc

3713 +VAT Selection of scented candles & incense 
sticks including Diptyque, Yankee, Oliver Bonus 
etc

3714 +VAT Smart bulbs, LED and other light bulbs, 
string & chain lights, head torches etc

3715 +VAT Disinfectant, Descaler, washing machine 
cleaner, clove oil, Flash speed mop wet cloths 
etc

3716 +VAT Red copper snack maker, Hand mixer and 
Kleeneze cordless window vac

3717 +VAT Beauty Works Molly-Me The Wave kit, 
Intense Pulse Light, Facial Steamer and Wahl 
hair dryer

3718 +VAT BaByliss Men super clipper XTP set, 
Active Sport percussion massage gun and 
Legiral deep tissue massage gun

3719 +VAT Remington Curl & Straight confidence hair 
dryer and BaBylis Flawless volume hot air brush

3720 +VAT Revamp Progloss perfect finish heated 
brush and Vidal Sassoon Tousled waver

3721 +VAT GHD V gold styler

3722 +VAT Pro Breeze 500ml dehumidifier, Rhea wall 
light and Daewoo flat fan heater

3723 +VAT 3 packs A4 multi purpose paper, foiling 
machine, gift boxes and stationery

3724 +VAT Single fitted sheets, Huggle hoodie, non 
slip mats, large throw and various sized towels

3725 +VAT Cushions, clothes hangers, prayer mat, 
cushion covers, shower curtains, Voile curtain, 
tea towels etc

3726 +VAT Christmas duvet sets, Wooden candle 
bridges, Xmas lights, gift wrap and decorations

3727 +VAT HXTN Prime Delta 008 body bag and 
HXTN Prime Black 001 infantry jacket
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3728 +VAT Laminating pouches, Alkareem prayer 
sets, pictures, tea light set, clothes hangers, 
acrylic paints, frog ornaments, mouse mats etc

3729 +VAT 2 x 5kg flat weights and 2 x 4kg hand 
weights

3730 +VAT Selection of water bottles including Nike, 
Chilly's Emma Bridgewater and Cast Beer 
glasses

3731 +VAT Gingerbread knitting kit, sewing box and 
various lengths of fabrics

3732 +VAT Hugo & Hudson & other dog coats, 
Electric pet clippers, Training collar, pet 
dematting comb, Pet Face medium dog bed, 
dog toys, leads, harness etc

3733 +VAT Cat beds, collars, horse saddle pad, 
aquarium heater and Rabbit snuggle

3734 +VAT Sofa & recliner chair covers, bath mat, 
various sized towels, large throw, iPad pillow, 
long hot water bottle etc

3735 +VAT j'Adore & Sensationnal dummy heads, 
picture frames, film star pictures, mop heads, 
vase and sundry items

3736 +VAT Garden staples, 45m snake hose, Wild 
bird nesting box, Black & Decker strimmer wire, 
wall planter basket, fruit netting, white garden 
fence edging etc

3737 +VAT Pink Hibiscus sleeping bag and 2 
triangular awning sunshades

3738 +VAT Charger plates, Neff filter basic set, 
dishwasher crockery inserts, Dolly Hot Dogs 
place mats, butter dishes, 16 pce cutlery set, 
chopping boards, baking trays etc

3739 +VAT ResMed humidair unit, ResMed, F&P & 
flexiFit face masks, First aid kit, Fluid testing kit, 
Hatterker hair clippers, Mirena units etc

3740 +VAT Makeup mirrors, toilet roll holder, camera 
tripod, binoculars, Chinagraph pencils, artist 
paints, Money safe, Puffin ornament, jewelry 
boxes etc

3741 +VAT Aroma lamp, Sunset lamp, inspection 
lamp, rechargeable lantern, Light box, flash 
lights, lampshade etc

3742 +VAT Decorative bow & arrow, wooden pole 
instrument etc

3743 +VAT J'adore model display heads, wall paper, 
Brush protectors, door stoppers, A4 card, 
envelopes, picture frames and sundry items

3744 +VAT Selection of storage bags, tote bags, 
guitar sleeve, lap stop sleeve, shoulder bags etc

3745 +VAT Double duvet sets, cushion & cushion 
covers, curtains, small rug, hot water bottle, 
throw, bedding, aprons etc

3746 +VAT Brennan Specialist rucksack, The North 
Face shoulder bag, Jordan Festival bag, 
Brentford F.C gym bag and lap top shoulder bag

3747 +VAT King & Single duvet sets, cushion, table 
cloth, tea towels, booster cushions, fold up 
storage boxes etc

3748 +VAT Unicorn charm set, wooden jigsaw sets, 
nappy disposal cartridges, bowl & cups sets, 
waterproof bed cover, Rabbit ear chair liner etc

3749 +VAT Shark Duo clean vacuum head, Shark 
charger, filter, Deebot vacuum robot, Henry 
vacuum accessories and dust bags

3750 +VAT Christmas items including Toddler duvet 
covers, cushions, Nativity set, Metal tree, gift 
bags and pet stockings

3751 +VAT Sports accessories including wet suit, 
billiard chalk, golf balls, tees & gloves, 
resistance bands, Spartan point harness, 
climbing wall grips etc

3752 +VAT Portable blender, canisters, chopping 
board, palm leaf plates, Herb fridge storage jar, 
meat cleaver, metal tea pot, filters, placemats 
etc

3753 +VAT Cast iron bird bath, garden privacy 
screens, tarpaulin, Trio herb set, spade, hand 
rake etc

3754 +VAT ResMed Quattro FX face masks for her, 
Ultra Emergency blankets, Back support belts, 
hand support, pill box etc

3755 +VAT Sweaty Betty icon kit bag

3756 +VAT Double duvet sets, throws, cushion, 
curtain, rug and tea towel

3757 +VAT Framed pictures, picture frames, pen sets, 
acrylic paints, coco moss pole, wallpaper, lint 
remover, Leather care kit and sundry items

3758 +VAT Christmas baubles, decorations, wreath 
rings, lights, Santa sacks etc

3759 +VAT Large selection of assorted wool

3760 +VAT Silentnight electric blanket, throws, towel 
bale, long hot water bottle, Xmas towel, cot set 
etc

3761 +VAT Adidas Terrex hike fleece jacket in moss 
green size medium (hanging)

3762 +VAT Selection of Superdry & Nike USED 
clothing in various styles and sizes

3763 +VAT Selection of Nike sportswear in various 
styles and sizes
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3764 +VAT Selection of Under Armour clothing in 
various styles and sizes

3765 +VAT Pallet containing mixed ladies and men's 
clothing

3766 +VAT Selection of Zara clothing to include 
jackets, dresses, tops, etc

3767 +VAT Selection of Zara clothing to include 
jeans, dresses, jacket, etc

3768 +VAT Selection of denim wear to include Levi, 
Pull & Bear, Lee, etc

3769 +VAT Selection of GymShark & Sweaty Betty 
sportswear in various styles and sizes

3770 +VAT Selection of sportswear to include Adidas, 
Nike, Fred Perry, etc

3771 +VAT Selection of sportswear to include Nike, 
Adidas, Under Armour, etc

3772 +VAT 3 Adidas backpacks

3773 +VAT Selection of bags, handbags, wallets, etc

3774 +VAT Selection of bags, handbags, wallets, etc

3775 +VAT Selection of bags, handbags, wallets, etc

3776 +VAT Spoke men's build C regular jeans size 
38W 29L (bagged)

3777 +VAT Roxy ladies light puffer jacket in emerald 
size small (hanging)

3778 +VAT River Island ladies comfort layer jacket in 
light stone size 18 (hanging)

3779 +VAT Motor Harley Davidson jacket in black 
size medium (hanging)

3780 +VAT Helly Hansen men's regular fit ski force 
pant in bright orange size 2XL (bagged)

3781 +VAT Fjall Raven men's lightweight jacket in 
green size medium (hanging)

3782 +VAT Alexander McQueen ladies pink dress 
size 42 (hanging)

3783 +VAT Spoke men's build C regular joggers size 
38W 29L (bagged)

3784 +VAT Lavish Alice ladies corset mini dress with 
feather trim in khaki size 12 (hanging)

3785 +VAT WoolOvers pure wool aran coatigan in 
light camel size large (hanging)

3786 +VAT DKNY all over logo print small handbag

3787 +VAT Pallet containing mixed ladies and men's 
clothing

3788 +VAT Selection of Zara clothing to include 
dresses, trousers, tops, etc

3789 +VAT Selection of denim wear to include Jaded, 
Seasalt, River Island, etc

3790 +VAT Selection of sportswear to include Nike, 
Adidas, Slazenger, etc

3791 +VAT Selection of Sweaty Betty sportswear in 
various styles

3792 +VAT Selection of Weird Fish clothing to include 
hoodie, sweatshirt and t-shirts

3793 +VAT Selection of ladies Seraphine clothing to 
include jackets and bras sizes 12 & small

3794 +VAT WoolOvers ladies jersey turtle neck dress 
size M together with merino wool & cotton flower 
detail jumper size L

3795 +VAT Stockholm Atelier & Other Stories blazer 
jacket in light brown size 34 (hanging)

3796 +VAT Helly Hansen men's loke jacket in green 
size XL (hanging)

3797 +VAT Selection of mixed paired socks

3798 Pallet containing mixed baby clothing ages 3 
and under

3799 Pallet containing mixed children's clothing ages 
4+

3800 Large selection of children's Christmas clothing 
in various styles and sizes

3801 Selection of children's sportswear to include 
Nike, Adidas, Umbro, etc

3802 Selection of Children's Zara clothing to include 
jackets, dress, trousers, etc

3803 Selection of Next baby clothing in various styles 
and sizes

3804 Selection of children's Next clothing in various 
styles and sizes

3805 Selection of children's Frugi clothing in various 
styles and sizes

3806 Selection of children's Boden clothing in various 
styles and sizes

3807 Children's Nula Bug fox dress & tights together 
with Bopster & Mimi cat dress & tights both age 
4

3808 Rosalita children's jungfrau anorak unico puffer 
jacket age 4 (hanging)

3809 Monnalisa children's Minnie Mouse cherry print 
swimming costume age 5 (hanging)

3810 Selection of baby accessories to include hats, 
bibs, grobags, etc

3811 Selection of children's accessories to include 
socks, gloves, hats, etc

3812 Pallet containing mixed baby clothing ages 3 
and under
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3813 Pallet containing mixed children's clothing ages 
4+

3814 Selection of children's Christmas clothing in 
various styles and sizes

3815 Selection of children's Next clothing in various 
styles and sizes

3816 Selection of children's Zara clothing in various 
styles and sizes

3817 Selection of Children's Frugi clothing in various 
styles and sizes

3818 Selection of children's Joules clothing in various 
styles and sizes

3819 JoJo Maman BeBe baby girl's sleep suit in 
bunny print together with cardigan age 0-3 
months

3820 Selection of children's sportswear in various 
styles and sizes

3821 Bob & Blossom gift box set to include knitted 
booties & hat together with t-shirt age 6-12 
months

3822 Krieitiv kids tide satchel in red with box

3823 JoJo Maman Bebe gift box set to include 
Jellycat fox plush and fox print sleepsuit age 3-6 
months

3824 Fred & Noah gift box set mummy & me matching 
pyjama bottoms in deer print together with bib 
sizes 9-12 months and S/M

3825 Yves Salomon Enfant girls super soft earmuffs 
in ivory one size

3826 Yves Salomon Enfant girls grey & white cloud 
print scarf one size

3827 Gucci children's blue logo print check pattern 
scarf one size

3828 Gucci girls knitted brown mushroom badge 
dress age 4

3829 Diesel boy's puffer jacket in navy age 10 
(hanging)

3830 Abercrombie Kids boy's the a&f cozy puffer 
jacket in blue age 7-8 (hanging)

3831 Abercrombie Kids girl's the a&f cozy parka 
jacket in teal age 7-8 (bagged)

3832 Dylan & Abby children's baby sleepbag in 
animal print 2.5 tog age 0-6 months (hanging)

3833 Chicaprie girls 3 piece co-ord knitted purple 
cardigan and skirt together with matching hat 
age 10 (bagged)

3834 The Little White Company London girl's pink 
recycled quilted pramsuit age 12-18 months 
(bagged)

3835 Selection of baby accessories to include socks, 
hats, bibs, etc

3836 Selection of children's accessories to include 
socks, hats, gloves, etc

3837 +VAT Pallet containing mixed ladies and men's 
clothing

3838 +VAT Selection of Zara clothing to include 
jackets, tops, trousers, etc

3839 +VAT Selection of denim wear to include Zara, 
Hollister, Weekday, etc

3840 +VAT Selection of sportswear to include Adidas, 
Nike, Puma, etc

3841 +VAT The Marc Jacobs the teddy small traveller 
tote bag

3842 +VAT Selection of Oh Polly clothing in various 
styles sizes 8, 10, S & M

3843 +VAT Selection of mixed ladies and men's 
underwear

3844 +VAT Selection of accessories to include scarfs, 
gloves, belts, etc

3845 +VAT Canada Weathergear parka jacket in 
black size medium (hanging)

3846 +VAT Pretty Green lightweight jacket in blue 
size 4 (hanging)

3847 +VAT Hush ladies zebra frill cardigan in black / 
gold sparkle size large (bagged)

3848 +VAT White Stuff ladies teddy lined jacket in 
beige size 16 (hanging)

3849 +VAT French Connection ladies leather effect 
jacket in black size 12 (hanging)

3850 +VAT Joules ladies piper parka jacket in green 
size 14 (hanging)

3851 +VAT All Saints removable sleeves hoodie in 
cream size small (hanging)

3852 +VAT Carhartt long sleeve flint shirt in tawny 
size XL (hanging)

3853 +VAT Pallet containing mixed ladies and men's 
clothing

3854 +VAT 4th+Reckless ladies sequin jacket in white 
size 12 (hanging)

3855 +VAT Barbour multi colour stripe knitted jumper 
size large (hanging)

3856 +VAT Selection of Zara clothing to include 
jackets, jumper, dresses, etc

3857 +VAT *Sealed* Kudd.ly wearable hooded 
blanket in purple & white tie dye design with dust 
bag

3858 +VAT Selection of denim wear to include Diesel, 
ASOS, H&M, etc
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3859 +VAT Selection of sportswear to include Adidas, 
Under Armour, Sweaty Betty, etc

3860 +VAT Selection of Oh Polly dresses in various 
styles sizes 8 & 10

3861 +VAT Selection of Rock & Music related clothing

3862 +VAT Pallet containing mixed ladies and men's 
clothing

3863 +VAT Selection of Zara clothing to include 
jackets, tops, trousers, etc

3864 +VAT Selection of sportswear to include Adidas, 
Nike, Under Armour, etc

3865 +VAT Selection of mixed paired socks

3866 +VAT Selection of hats in various styles

3867 +VAT Selection of bags, handbags, wallets, etc

3868 +VAT Aran Sweater Market roll neck sweater in 
natural size Large (bagged)

3869 +VAT Zara ladies long length wool blend jacket 
in beige size medium (hanging)

3870 +VAT Zara ladies cropped jacket in black size 
large (hanging)

3871 +VAT Pallet containing mixed ladies and men's 
clothing

3872 +VAT Volcom ladies teddy lined jacket size 4/6 
(hanging)

3873 +VAT French Connection lightweight jacket in 
stone size 44 (hanging)

3874 +VAT Selection of denim wear to include Zara, 
Stradivarius, Oasis, etc

3875 +VAT Karen Millen ladies compact viscose tux 
sleeved belted dress in black size 8 (bagged)

3876 +VAT Selection of sportswear to include Adidas, 
Puma, Under Armour, etc

3877 +VAT Orolay ladies puffer down jacket in blue 
size small with bag (bagged)

3878 +VAT G-Star Raw otas stretch denim shorts size 
34 (bagged)

3879 +VAT G-Star Raw otas stretch denim short size 
32 (bagged)

3880 +VAT Selection of & Other stories clothing to 
include dresses and trousers sizes 30/32, 36 
and 38

3881 +VAT Pallet containing mixed ladies and men's 
clothing

3882 +VAT Zara ladies sequin bow bodice playsuit in 
black size medium (bagged)

3883 +VAT Selection of Zara clothing to include 
dresses, tops, trousers, etc

3884 +VAT Selection of sportswear to include Adidas, 
Nike, Reebok, etc

3885 +VAT Twothirds jurmo knit jumper in beige size 
large (hanging)

3886 +VAT Pampeano men's belt in beige and brown 
size 90cm

3887 +VAT Superdry Hydrotech ladies lightweight 
jacket in white size 8 (hanging)

3888 +VAT Seasalt Cornwall ladies hollyhock dress in 
maritime size 8 (hanging)

3889 +VAT Daymisfurry real Mongolian lamb fur 
rainbow scarf

3890 +VAT Seasalt Cornwall ladies mathey trewells 
dress in rich red size 8 (hanging)

3891 +VAT Mint Velvet ladies wool blend jacket size 
10 (hanging)

3892 +VAT Lydia x Karen Millen ladies italian wool 
blend military jacket in oatmeal size 12 
(hanging)

3893 +VAT Essentials Fear of God t-shirt in beige 
size small (bagged)

3894 +VAT Desmond & Dempsy leopard print 
pyjamas in navy size small with box (bagged)

3895 +VAT Pallet containing mixed ladies and men's 
clothing

3896 +VAT The Marc Jacobs snapshot camera bag in 
new cloud white multi with dust bag

3897 +VAT Elizabeth Scarlet London embroidered 
tiger navy velvet shopping bag & coin purse with 
dust bags

3898 +VAT Pantherella ladies fine merino wool socks 
with box size 4-7

3899 +VAT Gnocchi Jeans marble print jeans in green 
/ pink size 32 (hanging)

3900 +VAT 2 Small black handbags with dust bags

3901 +VAT Selection of Zara clothing to include 
jeans, trousers, tops, etc

3902 +VAT Selection of denim wear to include Levi, 
Stradivarius, PrettyLittleThing, etc

3903 +VAT Point Blank sequin flip jacket in silver / 
rainbow size XS/S (hanging)

3904 +VAT Selection of sportswear to include Adidas, 
Lyle & Scott, Gym Shark, etc

3905 +VAT Passenger ontario overshirt in multi dark 
denim size XS (hanging)

3906 +VAT Lee Cooper faux fur jacket in black size 
large (hanging)
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3907 +VAT Selection of Gant clothing to include 
socks, dress and blouse sizes 10 & S

3908 +VAT 2 Passenger t-shirts in mustard yellow 
sizes XS & S (bagged)

3909 +VAT Selection of mixed ladies and men's 
underwear

3910 +VAT Selection of various accessories to 
include belts, umbrellas, scarfs, etc

3911 +VAT Selection of bags, handbags, wallets, etc

3912 +VAT Pinko love simply clutch bag in white

3913 +VAT Pallet containing mixed ladies and men's 
clothing

3914 +VAT Pallet containing mixed USED and new 
clothing, linen, bags, etc

3915 Timberland infants booties in wheat size 0.5 with 
box

3916 +VAT Tommy Hilfiger corporate modern leather 
trainer shoes size 9 with box

3917 +VAT Guess Los Angeles floral print backpack 
in pink

3918 +VAT Selection of sportswear to include Adidas, 
Nike, Under Armour, etc

3919 +VAT Wat.The.Brand ladies long length puffer 
jacket in mocha size small (hanging)

3920 +VAT The North Face men's urban jacket in 
navy size XL (hanging)

3921 +VAT The North Face men's ryeford down 
hooded jacket in black size XL (hanging)

3922 +VAT Kitri ladies callie navy spot smocked top in 
navy size 16 (hanging)

3923 +VAT French Connection ladies gold sequin 
skirt size large (bagged)

3924 +VAT The Shop at Bluebird ladies H lang belted 
blanket jacket size large in cream (hanging)

3925 +VAT Michael Kors jet set crossbody leather 
bag in black

3926 +VAT Selection of Zara clothing to include 
trousers, tops, hoodie, etc

3927 +VAT Selection of sportswear to include Adidas, 
Under Armour, Mitre, etc

3928 +VAT Selection of mixed paired socks

3929 +VAT *Sealed* Kudd.ly wearable hooded 
blanket in navy with dust bag

3930 +VAT *Sealed* Kudd.ly wearable hooded 
blanket in navy with dust bag

3931 +VAT Hollister all weather collection faux fur 
lined jacket in navy size medium (hanging)

3932 +VAT Hollister all weather collection faux fur 
lined jacket in navy size large (hanging)

3933 +VAT Hollister all weather faux fur lined parka 
jacket in navy size medium (hanging)

3934 +VAT Hollister all weather faux fur lined parka 
jacket in navy size large (hanging)

3935 +VAT Tommy Hilfiger Tommy Icons ladies wool 
blend jacket size 8 (hanging)

3936 +VAT French Connection men's suit in black 
size 34 trouser & 44 jacket (bagged)

3937 +VAT Pallet containing mixed ladies and men's 
clothing

3938 +VAT Selection of Zara clothing to include 
dresses, sweatshirts, joggers, etc

3939 +VAT Selection of Zara clothing to include 
dress, trousers, sweatshirts, etc

3940 +VAT Selection of denim wear to include Next, 
Pull & Bear, River Island, etc

3941 +VAT Selection of denim wear to include 
Tommy Hilfiger, Levi, Pull & Bear, etc

3942 +VAT Selection of sportswear to include 
Alphatauri, Nike, Under Armour, etc

3943 +VAT Selection of hats in various styles

3944 +VAT Joanna Hope ladies crochet bodice 
jumpsuit in pale blue size 22 (hanging)

3945 +VAT Coach New York small handbag in tan 
ivory multi with dust bag

3946 +VAT Ralph Lauren pocket mirror in gold with 
box

3947 +VAT Donsmoke I don't smoke hoodie in white 
size XL (hanging)

3948 +VAT Timberland men's leather jacket size 3XL 
(hanging)

3949 +VAT Far Afield errol short sleeved polo short in 
stonewash / snow white size 3 (hanging)

3950 +VAT Native Youth men's shirt in green size 
large (hanging)

3951 +VAT Native Youth shirt jacket in navy size 
large (hanging)

3952 +VAT Belstaff racemaster jacket in faded olive 
size 42 (hanging)

3953 +VAT Pretty Green ladies long length teddy 
lined jacket in green size 4 (hanging)

3954 +VAT Black Panasonic microwave

3955 +VAT Silver Panasonic microwave

3956 +VAT Black and Decker 3 tier heated dryer in 
box
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3957 +VAT Bridge design floor lamp in box

3958 +VAT Bridge design floor lamp in box

3959 +VAT Bridge design set of 2 table lamps in box

3960 +VAT Bridge design set of 2 table lamps in box

3961 +VAT 2 unboxed grey and silver table lamps

3962 +VAT Bridge design floor lamp in box

3963 +VAT 2 stacks of mixed size storage boxes

3964 3 boxes of various lighting, lampshades etc

3965 4 light semi flush polished chrome glass ceiling 
light in box plus one other

3966 +VAT Mary Poppins parrot head handled 
umbrella in box

3967 Confused.com robot plus Mensa mind game set

3968 +VAT Palmers ladies nightgown in blue size XL 
in box

3969 Unboxed pair of gents Dewalt safety boots in 
brown size 11

3970 +VAT 4 Star wars 170:2 scale plastic model kit 
fighter sets

3971 Burberry purse with dust bag

3972 Pair of Armani sunglasses with zip case

3973 Burberry London phone case with box and 
sleeve

3974 +VAT Olay day cream plus Cool Water 100ml 
perfume

3975 Cinderella Disney Store collectable figure plus 
Florence Nightingale collectable figure in box

3976 Foo Fighters guitar pick collection

3977 Pair of ladies Boden slip on shoes size 37 with 
box

3978 +VAT Ghost Beauty collection in box

3979 +VAT 3 full zip Nike hooded jackets

3980 +VAT Cosmic Drifters ladies skirt size 8 together 
with one size shawl (bagged)

3981 +VAT Heckley's International knife sharpening 
block with knives

3982 Small bag of loose Lego

3983 +VAT Lego Bat Mobile tumbler in box

3984 Tray of various toys inc. Iron Man, Pop Vinyl 
figure, doll etc

3985 +VAT Bestway air bed in bag

3986 +VAT 3 push along ducks in boxes

3987 +VAT Travel cot with zipped bag

4021 +VAT Electric scooter with charger

4022 Eclipse ladies silver and red cycle

4023 Focus Trans X electric mountain cycle with 
charger, battery, spare inner tube etc

4024 Amacco gents town cycle

4025 Diamond Back orange BMX

4026 Red Diamond Back BMX

4027 Viro electric scooter no charger

4028 +VAT Ninebot electric scooter (boxed)

4029 Shockwave red gents mountain cycle

4030 +VAT Pennyboard boxed electric scooter and 
wobble board

4031 +VAT Concept Terminator black, orange and 
green child's mountain cycle

4032 +VAT Concept Terminator black, orange and 
green child's mountain cycle (boxed)

4033 +VAT Jetson Bolt boxed electric cycle

4034 +VAT Jetson Bolt boxed electric cycle

4035 +VAT Boxed Nerf go-kart

4041 6 yellow plastic crates

4042 +VAT Box of electrical junction boxes, box of 
light bayonets, black storage box

4043 +VAT Whalen flatpack shelf unit

4044 Quantity of items inc. toolbag, 110v extension 
cables, safety harness etc

4045 Large underbay of garden tools, seed spreader, 
saws, oil cans, fixings etc

4046 4 boxes of Gorilla anti-bacterial hand sanitizer 
and bag of air dusters

4047 Homelite red petrol powered chainsaw

4048 Piranha petrol powered chainsaw

4049 McCulloch black petrol powered chainsaw

4051 Stihl 039 petrol powered chainsaw

4052 Stihl MS251C petrol powered chainsaw

4053 2 petrol powered multi-tool units

4055 Mower engine and motorbike engine

4056 Fuji Robin petrol powered hedge cutter

4057 Stihl BT106C petrol powered hole borer

4058 2 lawn aerators, Spear & Jackson pump and 
Flymo blow vac

4059 Husqvana petrol powered long reach hedge 
cutter
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4060 Trenching spade and blue petrol powered 
strimmer

4061 Makita DPC 6410 petrol powered disc cutter

4062 Bosch battery powered hedge cutter

4063 Green leaf blower

4064 Orange petrol powered leaf blower

4065 2 warehouse ladders

4066 +VAT Bulbs, 2 pop up storage bins, artificial 
flowers, 1/2 tub of Round Up and garden rake

4067 +VAT Beehive shaped water butt and some 
plastic garden edging

4068 +VAT 3 boxes of string lights and some loose 
string lights

4069 Bundle of garden tools

4070 +VAT 2 boxes of LED solar pathway lights

4071 +VAT Indoor plant growing kit and some bird 
seed

4072 Galvanized chicken feeder

4073 +VAT Beige garden parasol (no bottom pole)

4074 Underbay of vintage garden tools

4075 Boxed flatpack garden chair

4076 +VAT LED solar post lantern boxed

4077 Small quantity of assorted garden chairs

4078 +VAT 4 rolls of heavy duty rubber matting

4079 4-wheel garden trolley

4080 3 black bags of kindling

4081 3 black bags of logs

4082 Boxed metal detector

4083 4 crates of logs

4084 4 crates of logs

4085 4 crates of logs

4086 +VAT Box of Duraflame logs

4087 +VAT 2 plastic sledges of XooTZ scooter

4088 +VAT Quantity of chemicals inc. horse 
shampoo, egg cleaner, snow foam etc

4090 3 assorted coloured mats

4091 3 assorted coloured mats

4092 3 assorted coloured mats

4093 8 boxes of kindling

4094 +VAT Lobster pot

4095 +VAT Tommy Bahama beach chair

4096 1850mm x 1750mm beige rug

4097 +VAT Flatpack dog crate

4098 Dustbin containing quantity of wooden posts

4100 +VAT 2 rattan style garden chairs

4101 Vintage market barrow

4102 +VAT Smoker BBQ (in need of repair)

4103 +VAT Flatpack Rosie's rabbit run (boxed)

4104 +VAT Flatpack Rosie's rabbit run (boxed)

4105 +VAT Flatpack Rosie's rabbit run (boxed)

4106 +VAT Flatpack Rosie's rabbit run (boxed)

4107 +VAT Flatpack Rosie's rabbit run (boxed)

4108 +VAT Flatpack Rosie's rabbit run (boxed)

4109 +VAT Flatpack Rosie's rabbit run (boxed)

4110 +VAT Flatpack Rosie's rabbit run (boxed)

4111 +VAT Flatpack Rosie's rabbit run (boxed)

4112 +VAT Flatpack Rosie's rabbit run (boxed)

4113 +VAT Multi game swivel gaming table

4114 Car towing dolly

4115 Wooden garden lounger

4116 +VAT Small rabbit hutch

4117 Plastic wheel garden drinks trolley

4121 Qty of polycarbonate sheeting

4122 Wooden bench

4123 2x large 6ft fence panels

4124 3x 4ft fence panels

4125 4x 5ft fence panels

4126 6x concrete based metal poled bollards

4127 A drainage tub

4128 2x metal bench ends

4129 2x pieces leaded glass and a window with 
leaded glass

4130 Small wood burner, wooden fire surround and 
fire guard

4131 2x metal fire baskets

4132 2x large concrete planters on stands

4133 Cast iron fire surround

4134 +VAT 2x small wood burners

4135 +VAT Boxed Tobin sports inflatable dinghy
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4139 +VAT 2x inflatable mattresses

4140 Plastic fishing box and a qty of rods

4141 Large anchor

4142 +VAT Shires lead rope, small backpack tent and 
a cover

4143 5x wooden brooms with handles and qty of 12x 
broomsticks

4144 12x bags citrus potting mix

4145 +VAT Heater floor stand

4146 +VAT Camp chef explorer camping hob

4147 +VAT Calloway golf balls, 2x putting matts, 
small qty golf clubs

4148 4x life buoys

4149 +VAT Snowboard in bag

4150 +VAT Longridge travelling golf bag

4151 +VAT Folding golf trolley

4152 +VAT 2x Pod point charging stations

4153 Electric garden shredder

4154 +VAT Qualcast electric mower with grassbox

4155 +VAT Qualcast hover mower

4156 Landmaster petrol powered garden tiller

4157 +VAT Pallet containing bale of straw, some 
gazebo hold down feet, storage box, posts, lay 
flat hose, salt cubes, fire extinguisher etc.

4158 +VAT Large pallet of car parts inc. lights, 
bumpers, shock absorbers, bike tyres, seat 
covers etc.

4159 Lazy spa with pump

4160 +VAT Pallet containing orange plastic matting, 
pump, road cones, plastic discs, silver hose, 
wire etc.

4161 +VAT Pallet containing drill bits, jigs, brush 
heads, wallpaper, vitamin solution, nuts, bolts, 
washers, castors, etc.

4162 +VAT Box containing hard foam pad, plastic 
clips, toilets, unit backs, sanitary/sink wastes, 
large plastic container

4163 5x boxes of hand sanitizer

4165 Dakota wooden single cabin bed

4166 Dakota wooden single cabin bed

4167 3 assorted radiators

4168 UPVC glazed door

4169 2 section aluminium ladder

4170 Double section aluminium ladder and small step 
ladder

4171 8 rung aluminium ladder

4172 +VAT 2x hanging sign frames

4173 2x chrome towel radiators

4174 2x chrome towel radiators

4175 Triple section aluminium ladder

4176 Qty of wall hung vanity units, some drawer 
runners and a drill

4177 Resin bath, toilet pan and cistern, wall hung 
toilet pan and a glass shower screen

4178 6ft grey metal timber fronted stationery cupboard

4179 Wave fronted narrow office desk with socket bar

4180 Wave fronted narrow office desk with socket bar

4181 Wave fronted narrow office desk with socket bar

4182 Wave fronted narrow office desk with socket bar

4183 Beech effect fold down top office table with 
black, chrome framed swivel armchair

4184 +VAT 10x white combination lock security boxes

4185 Double section 6ft maple effect bookcase

4186 Double section 6ft maple effect bookcase

4187 Double section 6ft maple effect bookcase

4188 Double section 6ft maple effect bookcase

4189 Double section 6ft maple effect bookcase

4190 Double section 6ft maple effect bookcase

4191 Double section 6ft maple effect bookcase

4192 Double section 6ft maple effect bookcase

4193 Single section maple effect bookcase

4194 Single section maple effect bookcase

4195 Single section maple effect bookcase

4196 Single section maple effect bookcase

4197 Single section maple effect bookcase

4198 Single section maple effect bookcase

4199 Single section maple effect bookcase

4200 Single section maple effect bookcase

4201 Single section maple effect bookcase

4202 Single section maple effect bookcase

4203 4ft maple effect topped grey tambour fronted 
stationery cupboard
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4204 4ft maple effect topped grey tambour fronted 
stationery cupboard

4205 4ft maple effect topped grey tambour fronted 
stationery cupboard

4206 4ft maple effect topped grey timbre fronted 
stationery cupboard

4207 4ft maple effect topped grey tambour fronted 
stationery cupboard

4208 4ft maple effect topped grey tambour fronted 
stationery cupboard

4209 4ft maple effect topped grey tambour fronted 
stationery cupboard

4210 4ft maple effect topped grey tambour fronted 
stationery cupboard

4211 +VAT 6ft beech effect 2-door stationery 
cupboard

4212 +VAT 7ft beech effect 2-door stationery 
cupboard

4213 +VAT 7ft beech effect 2-door stationery 
cupboard

4214 +VAT 7ft beech effect 2-door stationery 
cupboard

4215 +VAT 7ft beech effect 2-door stationery 
cupboard

4216 Rustic oak painted wall mirror

4217 +VAT Qty of office privacy screens

4218 Resin shower tray

4219 Qty of chrome racking

4220 2x exhibition display stands

4221 +VAT Rectangular boardroom table and small 
table

4222 +VAT 3x orange stacking chairs

4223 +VAT Adjustable height radial office desk with 
cloth chair

4224 +VAT Adjustable height radial office desk with 
cloth chair

4225 +VAT Adjustable height radial office desk

4226 +VAT Adjustable height radial office desk

4227 +VAT Bisley grey metal 4-drawer filing cabinet

4228 +VAT Bisley grey metal 4-drawer filing cabinet

4229 +VAT Bisley grey metal 4-drawer filing cabinet

4230 +VAT Bisley grey metal 4-drawer filing cabinet

4231 +VAT Sharp MX-2600N photocopier

4232 +VAT Sharp MX-3100N photocopier

4233 6x boxes of assorted style wellington safety 
boots

4234 +VAT 3x boxed, 1x unboxed Tavistock toilet 
seats

4235 +VAT 3x rolls of shrink wrap and some clear and 
brown parcel tape

4236 +VAT 7x assorted bathroom and kitchen taps

4237 +VAT Box of flexible tap connectors

4238 +VAT Quarter shelf of shower heads, trvs, 
valves, junction boxes, lights and other plumbing 
items

4239 +VAT Eyewash station

4240 +VAT Large roll bubble wrap

4241 +VAT 2x thin rolls bubble wrap

4242 +VAT Box of disinfectant

4243 Small chrome spares rack

4244 Grey vanity unit

4245 White boxed unit

4246 +VAT 2x boxed Sensor taps

4247 6x small toilet brush holders

4248 Chrome shower valve and rail

4249 +VAT Single bowl stainless steel sink

4250 White wash hand basin

4251 +VAT 2x Reginox water heater

4252 +VAT 3x boxes of ? refils

4253 Stelrad heater

4254 +VAT WC unit

4255 Half underbay of soap and soap dispensers

4256 +VAT 1x beech and 1x honey oak pedestal

4257 +VAT Beech effect radial office desk with 
matching 3-drawer pedestal and swivel chair

4258 +VAT Beech effect radial office desk with 
matching 3-drawer pedestal and swivel chair

4259 +VAT Beech effect radial office desk with 2x 
matching pedestals and slide frame chair

4260 +VAT Beech effect radial office desk with 2x 
matching pedestals

4261 +VAT An assortment of units inc. oak 2-drawer 
units, beech pedestal, 2x dark wood units

4262 +VAT Beech effect radial office desk with 2x 
matching pedestals and black swivel chair

4263 +VAT Round glass topped meeting table and 
oak effect topped meeting table
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4264 +VAT 3x beech effect pedestals

4265 +VAT Oak effect straight fronted office desk with 
swivel chair

4266 +VAT Oak effect straight fronted office desk with 
swivel chair

4267 +VAT 3x assorted swivel chairs

4268 +VAT Black chrome framed swivel armchair

4269 +VAT 2x 4ft beech effect bookshelves

4270 +VAT 2x 4ft beech effect bookshelves

4271 +VAT 2x 4ft beech effect bookshelves

4272 +VAT 2x 4ft beech effect bookshelves

4273 +VAT 2x 4ft beech effect bookshelves

4274 +VAT Single beech effect bookshelf

4275 +VAT Small beech effect 2-drawer low cabinet 
and a light maple effect unit

4276 +VAT 4x assorted cloth chairs

4277 +VAT Flat pack chrome rack

4278 Multi-drawer filing cabinet

4279 +VAT Sepele bookshelf

4280 Beech effect 2-door cupboard

4281 +VAT Black highback executive style swivel 
armchair

4282 +VAT Black and grey highback executive style 
swivel armchair

4283 +VAT Black and grey highback executive style 
swivel armchair

4284 +VAT Black and grey highback executive style 
swivel armchair

4285 +VAT Black and grey highback executive style 
swivel armchair

4286 +VAT Black contemporary style swivel armchair

4287 +VAT 3x small filing drawers

4288 +VAT 4x boxed paper shredders

4289 +VAT Black highback executive style swivel 
armchair

4290 +VAT Black and blue cloth high back executive 
style swivel armchair

4291 Black cloth mesh backed swivel armchair

4292 Beech effect radial office desk with matching 3-
drawer pedestal

4293 Beech effect radial office desk with 3x matching 
3-drawer pedestal and a cloth chair

4294 +VAT Black mesh swivel armchair

4295 +VAT Black mesh swivel armchair

4296 +VAT Black mesh swivel armchair

4297 +VAT Black high back executive style swivel 
armchair

4298 +VAT Black cloth swivel chair

4299 +VAT 2x boxed chair parts

4300 +VAT Grey chrome based bar stool

4301 +VAT 2x boxed grey chrome based bar stools 
(for parts)

4302 +VAT Black swivel armchair (base damaged)

4303 Black high back swivel armchair

4305 Pallet containing 3x wooden toolboxes and 
various carpentry tools

4306 +VAT Draper expert floor fan

4307 SIP petrol powered pressure washer

4308 FENIX plus electric wheelchair

4309 Engineering vice

4310 Engineering vice

4311 Hardometer

4312 Large pipe cutter and a clamp

4313 Record pipe vice

4314 Large Sedgewick TA450 table rip saw with tilt 
arbour

4315 Sedgewick spindle moulder with Europa power 
feed

4316 SCM Sintex four cutter moulder year 1996

4317 Hoffman MU2 dovetail routing machine

4318 Tregarne model 4000 wood welder

4319 4ft sheet metal bender

4320 Red pump truck

4321 Norton deep throat fly press with stand

4322 Blue multi-drawer parts rack with large qty of 
screws, nuts, bolts etc.

4323 2x multi-drawer filing cabinets with large qty of 
fixings

4324 +VAT Green parts rack

4325 Small FIAC single phase electric compressor

4326 Engine stand

4327 Battery charger

4328 Metal framed work bench with socket bar
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4329 Wooden toolbox containing large qty assorted 
screw box fixings

4330 Oxford arc welder

4331 Haverhill Mini petrol powered portable welder

4332 Elliot Progress pillar drill

4333 Black & Decker table top bandsaw

4334 Dewalt radial arm crosscut saw

4335 Qty of metal wheeled trolleys

4336 Set of 4ft pyramid sheet metal rollers

4337 Metal bar cropper

4338 EuroKraft industrial vacuum cleaner

4339 +VAT APC Alpha electric floor cleaner with 
battery charger and accessories

4340 Butters AMT 1800 welder

4341 Qty of pipe benders

4343 EMCO-Rex B20 planer thicknesser

4344 Vintage sackbarrow

4345 Record model CL2 36x18 bench mounted 
woodturning lathe

4346 2x pairs bolt croppers

4347 Large receiver mounted air compressor

4348 Record RSDE2 dust extractor

4349 Gas welding trolley and accessories

4350 Large Calor gas comet space heater

4351 Wheeled petrol powered generator

4352 Evolution table saw

4353 2x plastic work trestles

4354 +VAT Flat pack storage boxes

4355 Set of 4x Ford alloy wheels and tyres

4356 Set of VW alloy wheels and tyres

4357 +VAT Box of wall sockets

4358 Magnetic lock

4359 2x blue lorry straps

4360 Pack of work gloves

4361 2x Transit wheel braces

4362 2x orange lorry straps

4363 Box of used lorry straps

4364 +VAT Fiberbilt storage box

4365 Bag of coil springs and reflectors

4366 Small box containing various small tools inc. 
pliers, spanner, nuts, bolts, etc.

4367 Double ended bench grinder and circular saw

4368 +VAT Box containing drain stops and LUCY 
valves

4369 Carlsberg chiller

4370 +VAT Box of wooden moulding planes

4371 Various tins of taps and dies

4372 Large SELECTA double ended bench grinder

4373 4x assorted boxes of machine tooling

4374 Box of welding regulators

4375 Small wooden box of air tools

4376 Large qty welding rods

4377 Underbay containing clamps, tile cutters, saws, 
straps, etc.

4378 Pair of car ramps and a bottle jack

4379 2x tubs of magnolia masonry paint

4380 3x vacuums and some plumbing fittings

4381 Mini Clipper block paving cutter

4382 Small Challenge pillar drill

4383 2x petrol powered engines

4384 Empty tool case and a yellow and black plastic 
toolbox with qty small assorted tools & door lock

4385 +VAT Half underbay containing mats, litter 
pickers, chamois leathers, cleaning cloths, wiper 
blades, etc.

4386 2x boxes containing wiper blades, coveralls, feet 
protectors, etc.

4387 Box containing post lamp

4388 2x laser levels and a stand

4389 Plastic crate containing LED lights, switches, 
sockets, downlights, etc.

4391 Small plastic crate of assorted tools inc. saws, 
trowels, spirit levels, etc.

4392 Plastic crate containing vintage air horns

4393 Plastic crate containing a file, hammer, small 
axe, saw, etc.

4394 2x Grundfos units

4395 Box of bulkhead lights and box of assorted 
screws

4396 6x assorted rolls cable

4397 Clarke 8 inch table saw
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4398 +VAT Toolzone sash clamp and a 
sledgehammer

4399 Auto spot short weld welder

4400 Small box of assorted files

4402 Box of plastic connectors and various switches 
and sockets

4403 Box containing post lights

4404 6x rolls welding wire

4405 Box containing various tools inc. circular saw, 
drill, shears, spanners, floats, etc.

4406 Hand wrench

4407 Box of spanners

4408 Red metal toolbox

4409 Post lamp

4411 Cobel CUT 60H welder

4412 Cardboard box containing gate furniture, wheels 
and 2x hammers

4413 2x boxes assorted tools inc. spanners, 
screwdrivers, oil cans, sockets, etc.

4414 Perform chopsaw

4415 Wickes double ended bench grinder

4416 Box containing sockets, battery charger, bag of 
various small tools

4417 Green wooden toolbox with various handtools

4418 Makita110v metal cutoff saw

4419 Galvanized pail and 2x cantilever toolboxes

4420 Wickes tile saw

4421 4x tubs of brilliant white emulsion

4422 Hilti TE55 110v breaker

4423 Green cantilever toolbox with various tools, 2x 
boxes batteries and a 12v DC heavy duty winch

4424 Half underbay various tools inc. spanners, 
sockets, files, saws, drill bits, etc.

4425 Roll of gas pipe

4426 110v transformer

4427 Hand saws and a box containing socket backs

4428 Box of machine guards

4429 Half and underbay of sash clamps, 
sledgehammers, pipe springs, axes etc

4430 +VAT Makita palm sander, McAllister mini 
screwdriver and a Ferm drill

4431 Makita 18v battery drill with 2 batteries and 
charger

4432 +VAT Yale Smart Lock

4433 Quantity of measuring gauges including vernier 
calipers, depth gauge, tin snips and small 
carving chisels

4435 Chainsaw sharpener

4436 Paslode nail gun, one battery, no charger

4437 Paslode nail gun, one battery, no charger

4438 +VAT Dremmel multi tool

4439 +VAT Portable power bank, smart lock and a 
socket set

4440 Quantity of woodturning chisels

4442 2 Mityvacs, 2 Rotomatic mini screwdrivers, 
socket set, impact screwdriver and a drill

4443 4 chuck drill head

4444 2 boxes of drill bits

4445 2 boxes of chisels

4446 PB electric drill

4447 +VAT Makita angle grinder (no battery and no 
charger)

4448 +VAT Trend T4 router and router bits

4449 Makita 18v circular saw no battery or charger

4450 Milling head

4451 +VAT DeWalt tool kit including circular saw, drill, 
impact drive, jigsaw, torch, 3 batteries and 
charger

4452 +VAT 48 USB car chargers

4453 +VAT Raven motorcycle helmet

4454 +VAT Box containing door handle covers, blind 
weights, remote control, water filters, hanging 
wardrobe rollers, bearing and various other 
small items

4455 +VAT 2 boxes of fire protection silicone

4456 +VAT 4 Bonaire tyre inflators

4457 +VAT Box of double USB socket chargers

4458 Part plastic tool box

4459 6 boxes of filler

4460 6 boxes of filler

4461 Box of assorted bulbs

4462 3 metal jerry cans

4463 Plastic jerry can, metal jerry can and 2 small fuel 
cans

4464 +VAT 9 9" paint roller sets
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4465 +VAT Sica Bravo Europa cylinder key cutting 
machine

4466 +VAT RST TM1011 mortice key cutting machine

4467 +VAT 7 boards of blue key blanks

4468 +VAT 3 grey boards of key blanks

4469 +VAT 3 large boxes of key blanks

4470 +VAT DeWalt tool bag and a 30m extension 
cable

4471 2 110v work lights

4472 Turquoise hot melt glue gun and sticks

4473 Large quantity of power tools including plane, 
drills, sanders, metal cutter, circular saw, angle 
grinder, Makita router etc

4474 2 electric car polishing machines

4475 2 electric orbital sanders

4476 Box of grinding discs

4477 Large Record No. 25 engineers vice

4478 Large engineers vice

4479 Engineering machine vice

4480 2 small machine vices

4481 Machine vice

4482 2 boxes containing body jack kit

4483 Plastic crate containing various jacks

4484 Green plastic crate containing lead beating tools 
and a galvanized container

4485 Power performance tile cutter and a circular saw

4486 Power Performance compound mitre saw

4487 Box containing slide hammer and various other 
hammers

4488 Wolf large heavy duty drill on stand complete 
with transformer

4489 Clarke 700w petrol powered generator

4490 2 boxes of used lorry straps

4491 Nutool woodturning lathe

4492 Yellow space heater

4493 Quantity of engineering chucks, cutters, tools etc

4494 Small pillar drill

4495 Clarke pillar drill

4496 +VAT Large under bay of Golden Select 
laminate flooring

4497 2 bundles of electric cable

4498 Workstand

4499 Quantity of fiberglass matting

4500 2 trolley jacks, springs, tarpaulin and 2 car 
ramps

4501 +VAT Half a Batavia telescopic ladder

4502 3x boxes containing spray guns, air pot, paint, 
retaining ring pliers etc.

4503 Half table of car related items inc. clutch 
alignment kit, clamps, brake fluid bleeders, etc.

4504 Large underbay containing chains, cables, lifting 
straps, rope, etc.

4505 Box of welding clamps

4506 Large plastic box cont. various sockets and 
socket sets

4507 3x boxes containing various pullers

4508 Machine vice

4509 Engineers rotary table

4510 Box of chisels and punches and a flat plate with 
a qty wedges

4511 Scissor jack, a bag of car related parts inc. 
steering wheel, headlights, etc.

4512 Large box of Klimas screws

4513 Small metal toolbox with assorted nuts, screws, 
coping saw, various small sockets, plastic box 
containing clips and a cash tin

4514 Underbay of coving

4515 5x G-clamps

4516 +VAT Large box of multi-precision wood screws

4517 +VAT Box of washers and box of wood screws

4518 3x tubs of brilliant white emulsion

4519 12v car battery

4520 +VAT Titan SDS drill

4521 +VAT Remote control sockets and 2x tins paint

4522 +VAT Box of various wood screws

4523 +VAT 2x shock absorbers

4524 Box of through bolts

4525 Set of weighing scales

4526 Box of shoe lasts

4527 Large underbay of machine tools, gate hinges, 
pumps, saw band blades, etc.

4528 +VAT Box of heavy duty staple guns

4529 +VAT Pro works bike stand
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4530 Qty of electric motors

4531 Large underbay of hose clips, screws, nuts, 
bolts, fixings, etc.

4532 Box of assorted chemical inc. grime remover, 
mould life, engine oil, glue etc.

4533 +VAT 2 large vehicle brake discs

4534 +VAT Boxed evapourative air cooler

4535 Logik air cooler

4536 +VAT Boxed Winix air purifier

4538 +VAT DeLonghi oil filled radiator

4539 Convector heater and a toilet seat

4540 +VAT Infinity water heater

4541 +VAT 5x tins of brilliant white gloss paint

4542 +VAT 2x Heatlab floor heaters

4543 +VAT 2x Mira shower kits (for parts)

4544 +VAT 6x boxed Tavistock toilet seats

4545 +VAT Bannister rail

4546 +VAT 2x boxed LED utility lights

4547 +VAT 2x heaters

4549 Qty of assorted timber

4601 +VAT 6 sets of 3 trowels comprising 2 pointing 
and 1 Martin

4602 +VAT 6 sets of 3 trowels comprising 2 pointing 
and 1 Martin

4603 +VAT 6 sets of 3 trowels comprising 2 pointing 
and 1 Martin

4604 +VAT 6 sets of 3 trowels comprising 2 pointing 
and 1 Martin

4605 +VAT 6 sets of 3 trowels comprising 2 pointing 
and 1 Martin

4606 +VAT 6 sets of 3 trowels comprising 2 pointing 
and 1 Martin

4607 +VAT 6 sets of 3 trowels comprising 2 pointing 
and 1 Martin

4608 +VAT 6 sets of 3 trowels comprising 2 pointing 
and 1 Martin

4609 +VAT 6 sets of 3 trowels comprising 2 pointing 
and 1 Martin

4610 +VAT 6 sets of 3 trowels comprising 2 pointing 
and 1 Martin

4611 +VAT 6 sets of 3 trowels comprising 2 pointing 
and 1 Martin

4612 +VAT 6 sets of 3 trowels comprising 2 pointing 
and 1 Martin

4613 +VAT 6 sets of 3 trowels comprising 2 pointing 
and 1 Martin

4614 +VAT 6 sets of 3 trowels comprising 2 pointing 
and 1 Martin

4615 +VAT 6 sets of 3 trowels comprising 2 pointing 
and 1 Martin

4616 +VAT 6 sets of 3 trowels comprising 2 pointing 
and 1 Martin

4617 +VAT 6 sets of 3 trowels comprising 2 pointing 
and 1 Martin

4618 +VAT 6 sets of 3 trowels comprising 2 pointing 
and 1 Martin

4619 +VAT 6 sets of 3 trowels comprising 2 pointing 
and 1 Martin

4620 +VAT 6 sets of 3 trowels comprising 2 pointing 
and 1 Martin

4621 +VAT 6 sets of 3 trowels comprising 2 pointing 
and 1 Martin

4622 +VAT 6 sets of 3 trowels comprising 2 pointing 
and 1 Martin

4623 +VAT 6 sets of 3 trowels comprising 2 pointing 
and 1 Martin

4624 +VAT 6 sets of 3 trowels comprising 2 pointing 
and 1 Martin

4625 +VAT 6 sets of 3 trowels comprising 2 pointing 
and 1 Martin

4626 +VAT 6 sets of 3 trowels comprising 2 pointing 
and 1 Martin

4627 +VAT 6 sets of 3 trowels comprising 2 pointing 
and 1 Martin

4628 +VAT 6 sets of 3 trowels comprising 2 pointing 
and 1 Martin

4629 +VAT 6 sets of 3 trowels comprising 2 pointing 
and 1 Martin

4630 +VAT 6 sets of 3 trowels comprising 2 pointing 
and 1 Martin

4631 +VAT 6 sets of 3 trowels comprising 2 pointing 
and 1 Martin

4632 +VAT 6 sets of 3 trowels comprising 2 pointing 
and 1 Martin

4633 +VAT 6 sets of 3 trowels comprising 2 pointing 
and 1 Martin

4634 +VAT 6 sets of 3 trowels comprising 2 pointing 
and 1 Martin

4635 +VAT 6 sets of 3 trowels comprising 2 pointing 
and 1 Martin

4636 +VAT 6 sets of 3 trowels comprising 2 pointing 
and 1 Martin
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4637 +VAT 6 sets of 3 trowels comprising 2 pointing 
and 1 Martin

4638 +VAT 6 sets of 3 trowels comprising 2 pointing 
and 1 Martin

4639 +VAT 6 sets of 3 trowels comprising 2 pointing 
and 1 Martin

4640 +VAT 6 sets of 3 trowels comprising 2 pointing 
and 1 Martin

4641 +VAT Selection of spray paints in various 
colours

4642 +VAT Car products including puncture repair, 
Particulate filter cleaner, De-Icer, disc brake 
cleaner etc

4643 +VAT Gorilla foam filler, WD-40, ACE-50, 
silicone spray, chewing gum remover, Contact 
spray etc

4644 +VAT Dulux paint, sealant, adhesive, solvent 
cleaner, tree grease, reptile disinfectant, 
Freshwater test kit etc

4645 +VAT Approx 40 Yipscazo peel and stick blue 
and silver 12'' x 12'' tile back splash sheets

4646 +VAT Hamilton paint brush sets, tie wraps, 
Thermo & other work gloves, Roller set, dust 
sheet and fire blankets

4647 +VAT Bibcock tap set, drain cleaner, cylinder 
heating element, shower thermostatic valve unit 
and plumbing accessories

4648 +VAT Makita angle grinder, Electric paddle 
mixer and Bosch used sander

4649 +VAT Electric air pumps, downlight protectors, 
Yale connect Wi-fi bridge, Yale panic buttons, 
plugs, wall adapters, Tridonic lighting ballast 
units etc

4650 +VAT Water pump pliers, welding mat, soldering 
irons, heavy duty level, drill bits, bungee cord, 
wire etc

4651 +VAT Inspection hole cover, TV wall bracket, 
T.T Race direction sign, length of rope, buggy 
wheels, metal plates, furniture feet, chain etc

4652 +VAT Measuring tapes, adhesive tapes, 
Silicone, Caulk, cutting discs, wire etc

4653 +VAT Plumbing accessories including valves, 
radiator sleeves etc

4654 +VAT Assortment of fixings including nails, 
bolts, nuts, screws etc

4655 +VAT Electrical items including Motion detector, 
door & window contacts, window alarms, shaver 
& tourist adapter plugs etc

4656 +VAT Tooling including drill, bits, sockets, wire 
strippers, saw blades, clippers, single edge 
blades, multi tool blades, pipe cutters etc

4657 +VAT Rim cylinders, door security bolts, door 
handles, long throw gate lock, padlocks, cabinet 
hinges etc

4658 +VAT Misc sundries including grass stakes, post 
caps, sealer, brackets, gas duct fan etc

4659 +VAT Sat Nav, Outdoor camera, furniture feet, 
brackets and sundry items

5001 Edwardian single door china cabinet

5002 Late 19th century chiffonier with rose marble 
surface

5003 Cast iron door stop in the form of Nelson

5004 Engineer's toolbox (as found)

5005 Spelter figure - girl with barrow

5006 Cutlery canteen on cabriole supports (as found)

5007 Heavily carved oak hall stand

5008 Print of the basket maker

5009 +VAT Reproduction mahogany bow fronted 
sideboard

5010 Print - King's parade Cambridge

5011 Spelter figure of a vintage motorcar

5012 Five clock reference books

5013 Spelter figure - boy with tree branch

5014 Victorian sideboard with glazed gallery

5015 +VAT Limited edition print entitled "Canterbury 
Spring"

5016 +VAT Oak 18th century coffer

5017 Pair of mahogany open bookcase

5018 *Withdrawn*

5019 Three panelled print with English cricketers

5020 +VAT Two hunting prints, a horse racing print 
and a print of the athletics club meeting

5021 +VAT Framed and glazed indenture

5022 +VAT Print - Winter scene with ice skaters

5023 +VAT Pair of framed and glazed London prints

5024 +VAT Framed and glazed print entitled "A little 
mortgage" plus a palace facade

5025 Teak ladderax unit in four sections

5026 +VAT Large reproduction burr yew dining table 
with four pedestals, approx. 550 x 169 cm in 
total
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5027 +VAT Pair of rural watercolours - pond and shed 
- signed Shoemaker '86

5028 Tiffany style table lamp

5029 Silver plated gallery tray with sugar nips and 
bowl, milk jug and two kettles plus a bacon dish

5030 Georgian oak dresser

5031 Pair of pink glazed and cherry blossom 
decorated Japanese vases

5032 +VAT Quantity of architectural prints

5033 Three oak framed Lawson Wood prints entitled 
"The first lesson", "The council's opinion" and "A 
warm corner"

5034 Framed and glazed watercolour - beached 
rowing boat

5035 Framed and glazed watercolour - ploughed field

5036 Two boxes containing a quantity of rural 
watercolours plus an oil of a still life with flowers 
and an engraving of river with bridge

5037 Quantity of prints and watercolours to include 
country house, ladies dressing, cottages and 
French shop fronts

5038 Abstract oil on canvas - blue background with 
swirls

5039 Oil on canvas - beached fishing boat

5040 Pastel of a ballerina after Degas

5041 Framed and glazed print - ballet dancer with 
phone boxes in background

5042 Pair of modern oils on canvas - pub scenes

5043 Framed Rembrandt print - council with Dutch 
elders

5044 Three modern oils on board - woodland and 
lakes

5046 Framed and glazed watercolour - estuary with 
fishing boat and cottage

5047 Modern Seiko quartz wall clock

5048 Signed motorcyclist photographic print plus a 
print with two musicians

5049 Print of York cathedral plus a print - study of a 
nude

5050 +VAT Pine cheval mirror (as found)

5051 Two modern tin Coke and Jack Daniels 
advertising signs

5052 Three rural watercolours with trees and rivers

5053 Oil on card - still life with flowers

5054 Three golfing related prints

5056 Modern John Rogers pewterers advertising 
mirror

5057 Modern oil on canvas - palette knife street scene

5058 Stella Pearson watercolour of a cat entitled 
"Pepper"

5059 Framed and glazed picture depicting woodland

5060 Oil on board - boy with skateboard plus a 
quantity of maritime and abstract prints

5061 Framed and glazed ink and watercolour on silk - 
procession of insects

5062 Framed and glazed picture - figures and horses

5063 Victorian painting - still life with white rose

5064 Two mirrors, study of a nude, abstract picture 
frame and print of a river

5065 Quantity of prints to include rolling hills, windmill 
plus a cityscape with horses

5066 Three framed movie advertising poster

5067 Framed and glazed engraving - child with halo

5068 1930's map of Surrey

5069 Quantity of prints to include religious figures and 
wolves

5070 Oleograph of highland scene with cattle and dog

5071 Pastel drawing - coastal scene with sunrise

5072 Pair of framed and glazed prints - the courting 
couple

5073 Victorian jewellery box plus a quantity of 
costume jewellery in display case

5074 Georgian oak chest of two over three drawers

5075 Pair of adjustable desk lamps

5076 Brass tray plus a spirit kettle, corkscrews, 
ornamental cats, teapot and milk jug

5077 +VAT Pair of woven wicker effect table lamps 
with conical shades

5078 Oak bureau with four drawers under

5079 Two kitchen scales with a quantity of weights

5080 Walnut twin pedestal desk (as found)

5081 Copper fire screen

5082 Set of scales with marble and oak base

5083 Set of kitchen scales and brass weights

5084 Chapel chair plus three wheelback dining chairs

5085 Perspex display case plus an oak banjo 
barometer (as found)

5086 +VAT Blue and white Oriental table lamp
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5087 Oak foldover dining table

5088 Modern oak and pine chair with hinged seat

5089 Three volumes - The Poems of Burns

5090 Rectangular Victorian side table

5091 +VAT Cased Thai tea service

5092 Foldover Georgian card table (as found)

5093 +VAT Modern folding table with X shaped 
supports

5094 Mounted pair of steer horns

5096 Foldover Victorian card table (as found)

5097 Oak hexagonal sewing box

5098 Modern oak coffee table with stretchers

5099 Green painted wicker armchair

5100 Bag with Drakes Pride lawn bowls (four in total)

5101 +VAT Metal pumpkin shaped table lamp

5102 Wicker bedroom chair with embroidered cushion

5103 Bowler hat with box

5104 Teak side table

5105 Cream leather effect dining chair plus beech 
chair with oatmeal seat

5106 Two gilt painted wall sconces and a mirror 
moulding

5107 Oak finished chest of two over four drawers

5108 Reproduction yew nest of three tables plus a 
matching magazine rack

5109 Beech pot cupboard

5110 Tile topped teak coffee table

5111 French style green upholstered three seater sofa 
plus a pair of matching armchairs with exposed 
frames

5112 Six teak dining chairs

5113 +VAT Metal Empire style uplighter

5114 Tiffany style floor lamp

5115 +VAT Mahogany two tier trolley

5116 Two Indian drums

5117 Quantity of Victorian Burmah patterned crockery

5118 Modern oak entertainment stand with central 
glass shelves and cupboards to the side

5119 +VAT Circular metal table with glass surface

5120 Chrome and glazed adjustable lamp table

5121 Brass two tier stand plus a mesh spark guard

5122 Wrought iron tripod floor lamp with shade

5123 Wicker child's armchair plus a wooden chair

5124 Bent cane two seater conservatory sofa plus a 
pair of matching armchairs

5126 Cream painted towel airer

5127 Carved lidded pot plus a pottery and wicker urn

5128 Oak extending dining table

5129 Victorian work box with detachable lid

5130 Chinese trinket cabinet

5131 Oak dining table

5132 Tan leather footstool

5133 Tiffany style table lamp

5135 +VAT Faux marble table lamp with two shades

5136 +VAT Quantity of prints depicting rural scenes 
and a print of Docklands

5137 +VAT Cream leather effect corner suite in two 
sections (as found)

5138 +VAT Octagonal inlaid tripod table plus a 
circular reproduction mahogany table

5139 Victorian mahogany breakfast table

5140 +VAT Pair of upholstered carver chairs plus an 
elbow chair in striped fabric

5141 Oak tripod plant stand with copper banding

5142 Two Chinese mats in beige, red and green

5143 +VAT Pair of tray tables (as found)

5144 +VAT Armchair with check patterned fabric

5146 Framed and glazed photographic print of a tram

5147 Pine double cupboard

5148 Pine towel airer

5149 Perspex display cabinet

5151 Adjustable floor reading lamp

5152 +VAT Pair of painted resin table lamps with 
shades

5153 Turned and cream painted floor lamp with tassel 
shade

5154 Enamelled bread bin (as found)

5155 Glazed dark oak double door bookcase

5156 Green leather effect chesterfield sofabed

5157 Reproduction mahogany bureau with three 
drawers under

5158 Silver painted four drawer cabinet with swag and 
rose pattern
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5159 Glazed three tier TV stand

5160 Nathan open bookcase with double door 
cupboard under

5161 Refectory style table, a pair of painted stickback 
chairs and a rectangular mirror

5162 +VAT Quantity of curtaining and cushions

5163 Bentwood and wicker two seater conservatory 
sofa plus a matching lamp table

5164 Glazed oak single door china cabinet

5165 Edwardian single door china cabinet with drawer 
and mirror over (as found)

5166 Pine two tier console table

5167 Oak dining table

5168 +VAT Pair of copper painted metal table lamps 
with shades

5169 Walnut chest of two over four drawers

5170 Pine plate rack

5171 +VAT Pair of metal copper painted table lamps 
with shades

5172 Oak sideboard with doors under and second tier

5173 +VAT Circular mirror in gilt frame

5174 Victorian mahogany chest of two over three 
drawers

5176 Painted pottery table lamp with red fabric shade

5177 Edwardian sideboard with single drawer and 
cupboard under

5178 Two Lilliput Lane cottages

5179 White painted storage cabinet

5180 Grey painted chest of three drawers (as found)

5181 Rustic pine sideboard

5182 +VAT Victorian dropside table

5183 Toilet mirror with walnut frame

5184 +VAT Victorian dropside table with pad feet

5185 Reproduction mahogany lift top filing cabinet 
with drawer under

5186 Box containing Giles annuals, an Oxford 
dictionary plus a map and vinyl records

5187 Pine three drawer bedside cabinet

5188 Three carved armchairs with diamond patterned 
upholstery plus a reproduction side table

5189 Two white painted bathroom cabinets

5190 Two brass table lamps

5191 Pine chest of two over four drawers

5192 Pine two tier lamp table with single drawer

5193 Teak finished bureau with sliding doors under

5194 +VAT Dormeo memory foam 4ft 6in mattress

5195 Engraving of Windsor Station plus snooker balls 
and household goods

5196 Cream painted dressing table plus a matching 
chest of three drawers and a white painted pot 
cupboard

5197 Boxed cotbed (as found)

5198 1960's teak two drawer coffee table

5199 Nathan extending dining table plus four chairs

5200 Nathan sideboard

5201 Set of six Arts and Crafts dining chairs with drop 
in seats

5202 Queen Anne dining chair plus a carved 
Georgian chair

5203 Technika TV

5204 Chinese inspired table with four drawers and 
shelf under

5205 Oak barleytwist dropside table

5206 +VAT Pair of dome topped trinket boxes

5207 Table top display cabinet with collector's 
drawers and cupboards under

5208 Narrow oak open bookcase

5209 Green fabric armchair

5210 Pine open bookcase

5211 Reproduction mahogany serpentine fronted 
sideboard with central drawers and cupboards to 
the side

5212 Glazed pine display cabinet

5213 Ash bench with hinged seat

5214 +VAT Deal storage box (as found)

5216 Metal storage box

5217 Brass shisha pipe

5218 Pair of metal Moroccan lanterns

5219 +VAT Enamelled kitchen table with single 
drawer

5220 Dark oak nest of three tables

5221 Quantity of urban engravings plus a print of a 
winter scene and aerial map

5222 +VAT Grey fabric headboard, modern oil with 
yachts and three boxes containing furniture 
parts
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5223 Glazed pine corner unit

5224 Dark beech wardrobe with single mirrored door

5225 Dark oak gentleman's wardrobe

5226 Late Victorian sideboard with gallery

5227 Large brass serving tray

5228 Victorian mahogany chest of two over three 
drawers

5229 Pair of painted metal chairs

5230 +VAT Child's KiddyMoon seat

5231 Two white painted Provincial chairs, a metal 
folding chair, tow rustic pine dining chairs, a 
bedroom chair and a child's highchair

5232 Two boxes containing craft and antique 
reference books plus military books and an 
encyclopedia

5233 Reproduction two drawer desk on cabriole 
supports with green leather surface

5234 Pair of oak lamp tables

5235 Edwardian walnut extending dining table

5236 Marble topped wash stand with tiled splashback

5237 Dark oak dressing chest

5238 Table lamp with decorated glass shade

5239 Dark oak Arts and Crafts style wardrobe with 
single mirrored door

5240 Victorian triple door wardrobe

5241 Pine double wardrobe with three drawers under

5242 Pine double wardrobe with three drawers under

5243 Oak bedroom suite comprising double wardrobe, 
pair of bedside cabinets and a chest of six 
drawers

5244 Oak sideboard with central drawers and 
cupboards to the side

5245 +VAT Black painted sideboard with four central 
drawers

5246 +VAT Chromed and black fabric swivel chair

5247 Oak extending dining table plus six ladderback 
chairs

5248 Painted ladies torso

5249 Butcher's block on metal stand

5250 Pine cheval mirror

5251 Three travelling trunks

5252 Table lamp with glass Doric column

5253 Dark beech dropside table

5254 Four carved dining chairs with drop in seats

5255 Four dining chairs with black rexine seats and 
backrests

5256 Metal industrial desk

5257 Oil on canvas - two resting lions

5258 Three advertising mirrors

5259 +VAT Travelling cot (as found)

5260 Pair of Tuscan watercolours

5261 Greek embroidery, an Egyptian print on papyrus 
plus a print of autumn woodland

5262 Victorian floral painting on glass

5263 Two framed and glazed prints of cyclists after 
Graciela Rodo Boulanger

5264 Modern oil on canvas - Parisian street scene, 
plus a print of horse cart and tavern

5265 Two rectangular mirrors in gold painted frames

5266 Oval bevelled mirror in gilt frame

5267 ...Seymour (late 19th/early 20th century) 
Study of a beached sailing vessel, 
signed, 
watercolour, 
33 x 60.5 cm

5268 Quantity of mirrors, Monet prints, Jack Vettriano 
style prints and hunting prints

5269 Framed and glazed botanical print with 
Foxgloves

5270 +VAT Framed and glazed print - snowy 
landscape

5271 Oak shelf

5272 +VAT Two mats

5273 Military filed stretcher

5274 Storage unit with folding fabric drawers

5275 Pair of pub tables with X shaped supports

5276 Oak refectory table

5277 Wooden blanket box

5278 Vintage typewriter

5279 Edwardian chest of two over two drawers

5280 Dart board with case

5281 Two pine TV stands

5282 Rectangular mirror in faux leather frame

5283 +VAT Oleograph of cattle and woodland

5284 Pine chest of six drawers
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5285 Pair of pine three drawer bedside cabinets

5286 Dark oak chest of three drawers

5287 Pine kitchen table

5288 Pair of white painted stickback dining chairs

5289 Pair of white painted beech stools

5290 Victorian pine dropside table

5291 Faux teak two tier coffee table with glazed insert

5293 Pair of black leather effect and chrome dining 
chairs

5294 Mahogany double door cupboard with drawers 
under

5296 Dark wood and glazed double door bookcase

5297 Pine double wardrobe with three drawers under

5298 Pair of pine three drawer bedside cabinets

5299 Pine double wardrobe with three drawers under

5300 Pine bureau with four drawers under

5301 +VAT 2 samplers plus a quantity of prints and 
paintings to include country cottage, ship at sea 
plus a mirror

5303 +VAT Reproduction mahogany two tier coffee 
table

5304 Melamine topped beech kitchen table

5305 5 floral patterned carpets

5306 Circular green and beige Chinese mat

5307 2 green and beige Chinese mats

5308 +VAT Tripod lamp with brass fittings

5309 4 tier library step

5310 Dark oak barely twist drop side table

5311 Reproduction mahogany oval side table with X 
shape stretcher

5312 Square lamp table with chrome supports

5313 Oak barely twist drop side table

5314 Dark wood drinks cabinet

5316 Pair of bedroom chairs with wicker seats

5317 Leather effect and aluminium swivel office chair

5318 Reproduction yew twin pedestal desk with green 
leather surface and chair

5319 (1) - Red woollen Afghan carpet

5320 (2) - Balouch navy blue and beige mat

5321 (4) - Pink Moroccan mat

5322 Red floral carpet with central medallion

5323 (5) - Floral carpet with ivory background

5324 (6) - Pink floral mat

5325 (7) - Woollen Indian carpet

5326 +VAT Boxed over mantle (As found)

5327 Pine 5ft bedstead (As found)

5328 Modern print on canvas - skull with rose

5329 White painted metal 4ft 6 bedstead

5330 Pair of metal single bedsteads with mattresses

5331 +VAT Quantity of signs, folding tray plus a table 
and hairpin legs (As Found)

5332 +VAT Grey carpet (As found)

5333 +VAT Floral beige carpet (As found)

5334 Bent cane swivel armchair with striped cushion

5335 +VAT Reproduction mahogany four door 
sideboard

5336 Night fire companion stand plus a fold out brass 
spark guard

5337 Pottery oriental stick stand

5338 Pine paper rack

5339 Metal fire curb

5340 Modern bracket clock

5341 Duchess dressing table

5342 3 resin figures of cats

5343 Brass fire curb

5344 Metal floor lamp with shade

5345 Fire basket with gas fittings (As found) plus a fire 
back

5346 Boxed spode European community plate plus a 
limited edition European movement 
commemorative twin handled cup

5347 +VAT Framed and glazed map of Devon plus an 
engraving of West Minster Abbey

5348 +VAT Pair of metal table lamps with shades

5349 Woollen floral carpet runner plus a red mat

5350 +VAT Grey and silver carpet

5351 Ercol stick back armchair with floral cushions

5352 4 ercol swan back dining chairs to include two 
carvers

5353 Ercol swan back millennial rocking chair

5354 +VAT Large green Happy Birthday egg on stand

5355 Pair of ercol stick back armchairs
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5356 Ercol sideboard with fall front gallery and 
shelves over

5357 Ercol sideboard with glazed gallery and shelves 
to the centre

5358 +VAT Metal floor lamp with shade

5359 Pair of ornate metal table lamps with cream 
shades

5360 Floral decorated wash stand, jug and bowl set 
plus a single floral decorated Doulton jug

5361 Ercol television stand

5362 Ercol nest of 3 tables

5363 Ercol lamp table with shelf and single drawer

5364 Copper and brass twin handled vase

5366 +VAT Past times bagatelle board

5367 +VAT Pair of hammered metal table lamps with 
shades

5368 G-Plan Ernest Gomme double door cupboard 
with drawer over

5369 Pair of framed and glazed prints with fishing 
boats and battleship

5370 Napoleon hat mantle clock

5371 Metal deeds box with key

5372 Europian watercolour with castle on hill and 
fishing boats

5373 Pair of oils on board - country scenes by Peter 
Gladman

5374 anglepoise desk lamp

5375 Painted tin trunk

5376 Mirror in decorative gilt frame

5377 Hanging wall clock

5378 Framed and glazed engraving of a colossus 
after August Scheller

5379 +VAT Large rectangular bevelled mirror in black 
painted frame

5380 +VAT Victorian over mantle in pine frame

5381 Rectangular bevelled mirror in decorative gilt 
frame

5382 Over mantle in gilt frame

5383 +VAT Framed certificates plus a print of a 
monarch

5384 Printers tray with a quantity of thimbles, boxed 
Harry Potter wand plus a sarosh stainless steel 
tea set

5385 Box containing cookery books, novels and 
antique reference books

5386 Cased viscount sewing machine

5387 Cased singer sewing machine

5388 Pair of oak book ends with fencing theme and 
carved horn figures

5389 Box containing granite placemats and coasters

5390 Stack of jigsaw puzzles

5391 Box containing Arthur Ransome novels plus 
Romany country books and novels

5392 3 boxes containing national dolls

5393 NEC pen writer plus a ring binder machine

5394 2 reproduction movie posters - Gone with the 
wind and Niagara

5395 4 boxes containing novels and reference books

5396 Box containing 4 modern tractor advertising 
prints

5397 Box containing Sonic the Hedgehog magazines 
and a Dennis the Menace book

5398 11 boxes containing a large quantity of Myott 
and Indian tree wedgewood crockery, paragon 
cups and saucers, Doulton larchmont coffee 
cups and saucers, floral patterened crockery 
and Royal Albert Belinda patterened cups and 
saucers

5399 2 vintage suitcases

5400 (8) - Cased sextant

5401 (8) - Box containing copper cooking pots and a 
metronome

5402 +VAT 2 boxes containing sound effect CD's

5403 3 box containing sherry glasses, bowl jug and 
floral patterned crockery

5404 Box containing Chinese export crockery, floral 
patterned milk jugs, mugs and bowls

5405 Box containing porcelain dolls

5406 3 boxes containing loose cutlery, crockery, 
ornamental eagle and glassware

5408 +VAT Fly fishing 5 weight shakespear sigma rod 
and reel set

5409 +VAT 6 boxes containing a large quantity of 
vinyl records

5410 2 boxes containing football programs and books

5411 Disney board game

5412 Box containing paperback novels by Stephen 
King, Chris Ryan and other authors

5413 2 boxes containing piano reels

5414 Copper samovar
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5416 Box containing 4 steam train pattern coffee 
mugs plus a book entitled By Ways of London 
Volume 2

5417 Box containing paperback novels

5418 Box containing Beano and other annuals

5419 2 boxes containing DVD's and CD's

5420 Box containing Thomas The Tank Engine and 
Mr Men books plus children toys

5421 2 boxes containing Edwardian and later classic 
novels

5422 3 vintage telephones

5423 Box containing cameras and camera equipment

5424 Box containing baseball mitts, balls, soft ball bat 
and cricket balls

5425 Box containing children's dolls

5426 3 boxes containing Biggles, children's books 
plus readers digest models

5427 2 Poole pottery dishes plus a vase

5428 Pair of masons ginger jars

5429 2 boxes containing European ornamental figures 
plus decanters and urns

5430 3 boxes containing collectors plates

5431 2 boxes containing Japanese export crockery 
plus ornamental figures

5432 Wicker basket with a 5 branch chandelier

5433 Box containing McDonald's toys

5434 (8) - 3 boxes containing loose cutlery

5435 2 boxes containing vinyl records

5436 Box containing Burleigh ware crockery, 
handkerchief, copper pot, novels and tarot cards

5437 10 demijohns

5438 (5) - Box containing painted tin signs plus 2 cast 
iron plates

5439 Vintage American shop till

5440 Cased sewing machine

5441 Wooden box plus a quantity of brass goblets, 
letter rack and table lamp

5442 3 boxes containing CD's and DVD's

5443 Box containing military reference books

5444 2 boxes containing 7" vinyl records

5445 Box containing tape cassettes, vinyl records and 
ladybird books

5446 3 boxes containing wine and sherry glasses, 
oriental vase, quartz clock, loose cutlery, mantle 
clock and general crockery

5447 2 boxes containing milk jugs, refractometer, 
general crockery, scales and household goods

5448 3 boxes containing reference books and novels

5449 Silver plated goblets and bowls, quartz clock, 
scent bottle, glassware, ornamental figure and a 
oriental hard stone tree

5450 Box containing Sunday Times magazines

5451 Box containing a quantity of Beano, Commando 
and other war magazines

5452 2 boxes containing Chinese figures, brass 
figures, silver plates, general crockery, china, 
glassware and a beer stein

5453 Box containing vinyl records

5454 Box containing carved wooden figures and a 
brass kettle

5456 3 boxes containing coloured glass vases, 
teapots and a ginger jar

5457 2 boxes and a bag containing ornamental cars, 
silver plated candle sticks, pictures, pool balls, 
ornamental frog, vases and a carved wooden 
figure

5458 Set of Avery scales

5459 3 boxes containing a brass oil lamp, 
commemorative decanter, general crockery, 
kitchen storage vessels, doll and household 
goods

5460 Box containing a dragon patterned bowl, keys, 
prints, coloured glass and Lusterware

5461 2 boxes containing silver plated mugs plus 
sporting trophies and glassware

5462 Box containing 3 table lamps

5463 .22 air rifle with pellets, scope and targets

5464 Model of a battleship

5465 .177 air rifle with scope and canvas bag (As 
found)

5466 Carp fishing rod with spinning reel

5467 +VAT Large quantity of prints to include country 
scenes, cityscapes, floral prints and ladies 
fashions

5468 4 bags containing a quantity of coarse fishing 
rods

5469 Edwardian banjo barometer (As found)

5470 2 modern oils on canvas - Lake at sunset plus 
horse and rider in lane
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5471 Composite wooden picture - Figure with storks 
plus a mughal style print

5472 2 framed and glazed prints to include lake with 
figures plus an American aircraft entitled Twin 
wood the legend

5473 Framed and glazed watercolour - Farming scene 
with lady feeding poultry

5474 2 boxes containing Corgi and other die cast cars

5476 Drop side table

5477 Cage containing a quantity of Lilliput Lane 
cottages

5478 Cage containing a quantity of seashells

5479 Beswick horse

5480 Cage containing a quantity of costume jewellery

5481 Cage containing straw hats, ladies gloves and 
fans

5482 Box containing a camping kettle, canvas bags, 
first aid kit and a fishing rod rest

5483 Cage containing a quantity of die cast cars

5484 Cage containing fluffy toys and die cast cars

5485 Cage containing a quantity of scent bottles

5486 Cage containing a large quantity of Sylvac and 
other vases

5487 Cage containing a large quantity of ornamental 
cat figures

5488 Cage containing a box with keys, quantity of 
costume jewellery and candles

5489 Large red floral carpet

5490 Cage containing a large quantity of costume 
jewellery

5491 Cage containing a large quantity of wrist 
watches

5492 Cage containing a Doulton figure of a lady, 
general crockery, china and a glass vase

5493 Box containing a quantity of quartz wall clocks 
and table lamps

5494 Cage containing a Georgian tea caddy, berry 
spoon, christening spoon and fork set, figures, 
beaded necklace and compacts

5495 Cage containing a quantity of crested ware

5496 Cage containing a toby jug, costume jewellery, 
glass salts, export part tea service, loose cutlery 
and ornamental figures

5497 Bag containing AA and other automobile badges

5498 Glass paperweight

5499 Cage containing cutlery sets, mantle clock, royal 
wedding stamps, ornamental animal figures, 
wrist watch, badges and jewellery

5500 Cage containing glass paperweight, 2 ruby glass 
bowls and a sauce bottle

5501 Cage containing train track and children's toys

5502 Cage of commemorative mugs, Hummel figures 
and Jasper ware basalt plate

5503 Cage containing 4 glass scent bottles

5504 Cage containing large Edwardian dome topped 
mantle clock, geometry set, thermometer and 
bakelite cigarette case

5505 Cage containing fisherman's vest, 2 fly boxes 
and Abu Garcia reel

5506 Cage containing quantity of wristwatches, dolls 
clothing, alarm clock, household goods

5507 Cage containing quantity of ornamental figures 
and glass fruit bowl

5508 Cage containing ornamental cats, pair of 
Doulton jugs, Art Deco style lady, Imari plate, 
etched glass and floral patterned Grindley 
crockery

5509 Cage containing photo frame, Toby mug, loose 
cutlery, boxed souvenir spoons, Hummel and 
other ornamental figures

5510 Cage containing quantity of stamps and albums

5511 Cage containing 7 Royal Doulton lady figures

5512 Ginger jar, 2 miniature vases and hat pin stand

5513 Cage containing Jasper ware, pair of silver 
plated salts, loose cutlery, snuff boxes, Doulton 
mugs, candlestick and horn beaker

5514 Cage containing costume jewellery

5515 Cage of large quantity of modern pocket 
watches

5516 (6) (4) Post office instrument plus compass

5517 Cage containing 6 pieces of ruby coloured glass 
inc. vases, sauce bottle, bowl and lidded pots

5518 Cage containing Oriental prints, inlaid clock plus 
print of bull and New York skyline

5519 Box containing clock, Nao style figure, 
Portuguese crockery, ornamental foxes and 
other animals plus crockery and glassware

5520 Cage containing quantity of loose cutlery, cased 
cutlery sets, boxed cruet set and silver plated 
tray

5521 Cage containing paperweight, dancing figures, 
candlesticks and glassware
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5522 +VAT Cage containing loose cutlery, glassware, 
Cantonese bowl, crockery and ornamental owl

5523 2 cages containing peter tea service, silver 
plated tea service, oil cans, hip flask, milk jug, 
ice bucket, sherry glasses, silver plated cake 
baskets

5524 Box containing quantity of psychology, criminal 
law and sociology text books

5525 Cage containing brass ammunition shell, boxed 
fish knife/fork set, brass stamp box, ornamental 
brass airplane and egg cups

5526 Cage containing dancing figures, boxed die cast 
cars, blue glazed pottery and blue and white jug

5527 Cage containing brass cribbage board, loose 
cutlery, nutcracker, whistle and trinkets

5528 Cage containing resin figure of Lady Godiva, 
cake forks, Halcyon Days pillbox, coffee cup and 
saucer, onyx vase and Mary Gregory sauce 
bottle

5529 Cage containing loose coinage, costume 
jewellery, clutch bags and miniature prints

5530 Cage containing glassware inc. sauce bottles, 
paperweights, lidded pots and orange squeezers

5531 Box containing quantity of wooden and other 
costume jewellery

5532 Cage containing quantity of weights, Rupert 
annuals, bronze figure of swordsman, 
carpenters plane and ginger beer bottle

5533 Cage containing 3 puppets

5534 Cage containing saucy postcards, movie 
magazines, stamps and collectors cards

5535 Cage containing quantity of vinyl records

5536 Cage containing 4 Italian ornamental cars plus 9 
Faithfull Fuzzies novelty military bears

5537 Cage containing quantity of misc. crockery

5538 Cage containing glass bon bon dishes and cake 
plates

5539 Cage containing glass fruit bowls and vases

5540 Cage containing glass fruit bowls

5541 Cage containing galleried tray, pewter teapot, 
silver plated teapot, mugs and dishes

5542 Cage containing wristwatches, costume 
jewellery, penguin bottle openers, pictures

5543 Cage containing silver plated cigarette cases, 
military ephemera and maps

5544 +VAT Grey shag pile carpet

5545 Cage containing quantity of corkscrews

5546 Cage containing ornamental glass animal 
figures and cocktail stirrers

5547 Cage containing Japanese export crockery plus 
floral patterned cups and saucers

5548 A 1931 Sunday Graphic newspaper cutting 
depicting 'Bedford Celebrities Caricatured by 
Matt' including the Mayor, Headmaster of 
Bedford Modern, Coroner of the Borough, Agent 
for Mr SR Wells, Rector of St Peters etc.

5549 Clarice Cliff Fantastique patterned honey pot 
(af)

5550 2 bags containing German Third Reich 
Photographs plus quantity of badges

5551 Case set of 6 silver spoons, Indian yellow metal 
plus quantity of pill boxes

5552 Cage containing Lilliput Lane cottages

5553 Cage containing lemonade jugs, jelly mould and 
shallow dish
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